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Welcome to geoCom
I

We would like to take this opportunity to congratulate you on purchasing this

programming system. With this system you have aquired an efficient means to program
and develop your very own Geos 6M128 applications, All of the enclosed programs have
been carefully developed and have been subjected to an exhausting testing procedure,
by a number of experienced users, to ensure that all the programming errors have been
removed Of course experience may prove otherwise. by using different operating
configurations it could happen that you find a programming error. if this should be the
case - we accept NO RESPONSIBILITY for DAMAGE caused through the use of geoCom
and I or the information contained in this Handbook.
If you should find en error in the programs included in the geoCom package. we would be
honoured it you would help ue to find and isolate the problem. To this end we would

require the relevant inlormation from yourself :

What happened, which program and Source—Code were running and what hardware

configuration were you using when the problem occurred. Please send all this information
to GEOS- USER - SOFTWARE- SACHSEN (the address is on the next page).
The gaoCom-system does not have an internal anti-copy—protection, which means that

you do not need to install the software before you use it, you can also use geoCom with
various Gees system-installation numbers. This is meant to enable a simplitied
programming-work-tield but is not to be regarded as a tree license to copy the eoitware
at will. In order to discourage our customers from copying the geoCom package each
individual sold package has it‘s own internal code number thus enabling us to follow any

pirate copy back to it‘s source I We believe that aiter two years of intensive

development we are offering geoCom at an attractive price. so why spoil all the good
work and deprive us ol our lair won reward .

Some of the Programs and their Source-Codes In this software package have been

declared as Public Domain (PD) to encourage their use and circulation amongst Geos
users.

Here's a list of the geoCom Copyrights :

- geoCMn. ObiaclEdll, Llnker Copyright (C) 1992~ 1994 Falk Rehwagen
— BuicTDgeoe Copyright (C) 1993 Denis Dohler

- lconEdit. Showf—‘ont Written (W) 1993 - 94 Falk Rshwogen . PD (free to copy I)
— System-Into. PatternShow.SID-Deno Written (W) 1993 Denis Dohler. PD

gao SD Written (W) 1998 Denis Dohler & Falk Rehwagen ,
PD (free to copy !)

Apart from the above the whole Handbook is protected by Copyright. The Handbook has
been prepared and written by Denis Dbhler and Fallt Rehwagon. the English translation
wee carried out by Paul MILNER. the Handbook. including extracts thereot. may not be

copied.

System Requirements :

Commodore 64 or Commodore 123 (D)
Diekstetion. Commodore 1541 or compatible (C 1570, C1571 . . . )
Joystick or Mouse or another input device

, TV or Monitor

WW
Commodore last-Mouse or a compatible proportional mouse

(SECS-compatible REU.

A dieketetion with a higher storage capacity (C 1531. CMD HD. CMD FD)
A printer with graphic capability

of
'

GEOS irom Version 20 upwards
geoWrite from Version 20 upwards
Aeeembler (MegeAsoembIer or geoProgr-mmer)
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What to do when it doesn't work '!

Ok so you have got a problem, It's all working nicely but not at all llke you wanted It I
Well the main thing is - stay cool and Ill/ht. Iii/ht, mink!
The lirst priority is to check out the Hardware - if everything is working alright then the
Hardware is OK I Then check out the Software - first Validate the current Disk. this will
tell you that the DAM in OK (or not !). You should than erase damaged tiles (-9. gaoWrita)
train the Disk and replace them with your pro-prepared backups I So it everything clue is
OK then the problem must tle with your Source~Code, the only solution here in to check
your program carefully and it all else tails a new study session with the geoCom
Handbook is called tort When you are really stuck teat than it is possible that we may be
able to help you

- get in touch with us, including a stamped addressed envelope
The left hand address is for definitive question. in regard to gaoCom programming and
the distribution of gooCom. The ght hand address is or general questions to gaoCom
and Geos internal problems. When you write to us PLEASE Include enttlelant
German postage stamps or money. our budget has been calculated very
tightly l

Handbook Praaantation :

We have specially selected this term oi Handbook presentation in order to enable you the
user to remove or add pages as requlred - we plan to add items as the level at

experience with geoCom expands. .

GEDS—USER—SOFTWAHE—SACHSEN
Dania Dbhlar Falk Rahwagan
Gorkiatr. to Wintergartanstr. 2/101

0—04347 Leipzig D—onoa Leipzig
Germany Germany
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1.0 geoCotn - general
Uaing geoCota you can program the iollowing File type: :

- One part Applications. like PrintarEdit
- Multiple part Applications. like geoWrite
- Sell starting programs. like SET CLOCK

Ii you are planning to work with Geo: 128 you can do this in the so character mode and

develop programs lor both the 40 and 30 character modes, gooCom includes special
codes to enable you to carry out these tunctions but we recommend (2-64 Users only to

program 40 character modus programs
- there is no way he can check an on character

program for errors I geoCom works together with Goes 64 VZOIVZS and Geos 128 V20

(40 and 30 character modes) By using geoCom it is possible to program a tile that
includes the AOIBO switch box.

Programming using geoCom is carried out in tour steps :

a. U 9 the Text Editor - create the Source-Code.
b. Us ng geoPaint - create Graphics. Sprites etc.

c. Develop the Menu Bars and using ObiectEdit - tie in the Bitmap Graphics
d. Using geoCom - mix the ingredients to create the tinished program

Warning i It you have inatalied GeoHeaer this will lead to problems with

geoCoIn. This means that you cannot run gsoCom ii Geoiiexer is running 5

We strongly recommend you to prepare backup discs from the original geoCom discs. tor

your own salety it is better to work with the copies and keep the original discs in
reserve. We recommend you to make a work disc with the required tiles and to copy this.

complete, into the REU betore starting work with geoCom. The work disc ohould include :

- geoCom - Start geoCom - Start Editor - ObiectEdit — lconEdit
- geoWrite - Text-Printer Driver - required Fonts and Desktop

1.1 Writing the Source—Code
lid The Text Editor
Vou will not be able to find a text editor on the geoCom discs. you have already bought it

together with your Geos system
- it is geoWrite l Using geoWrite you can design a page

at your Source-Code as it pleases you. With geoerte you have such wonderlul tools

(CUT. PASTE. SEARCHING -> REPLACE) these are without equal in the Geos world.

You can use various tonta and styles. The only rules that you have to observe is that :

1) you may never have more than 120 characters in a line and

2) you are only allowed one Command and its relevant Parameter in a line

this includes spaces. text iormetting and the ionts.

1.1.2 The Source-Code Name
When you want to write a new program. the first step is to create a new geoWrite
document. Vou can specify a name at your choice tor the new document. however you
must select a name other than that ol the planned program because Geos eaves

programs according to their names and the Source-Code would thus be overwritten during
the compiling phase it the name of the the document where to be identical with that of

the new program. We recommend you to give your Source-Code docu'e the sulfix '_com'.
this will enable to keep your geoCom Source-Codes separated from your other geoWrite
document:

1.1.: The Source-Code Structure
GeoCom are entered without line numbers This may be new tor some of you but It

simpliiys matters. The various subroutines are not accessed with GOTO line lumber,
instead they are accessed with GOTOIGOSUB [ABEL Due to the absence oi the line

numbers the problem with the awkward renumbering at a changed sequence has been

overcome. The Source-Code ie made up of three parts :

Definitions Section

The definitions section must include the name at the program. the appropriate class and

the authors name. Additionally the system variable STARTFLAG. which dictates which
modi the program can run in (only for c-tze i) will be included. This Date is all very
important for the into-Block. Vou can also include the memory allocation variable at this

point. in the original start up settings the lollowing allocations are possible (it you haven't

changed them i) :
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Code Area from $2800 to $4000

Conetant Area from $4000 to $5000
Variable Area from $5000 to $6000

The area under 32800 is occupied by geoCom, the area above 36000 is required by the

Background Memory. By using the relevant commands in the definitions section it is

possible for a programmer to utilize the area between $2800 to $79" (or $7200 for the

printer if required).

Declarations Section
In this section the available variables will be defined. which variables are to be declared

as Integers. String— or Byte-Variables. All the Label Names must be included in this

section. It you have created Menu Bare. Icons etc with ObiactEdit. or you went to do so,

then you will have to include the declaration OEJFIlE'flene;ob/" and its call up in this

section. Later during the compilation phase this obiect file will be read and slotted into

the completed program. Please pay regard to the fact a maximum of 127 names for

variables. labels. files etc can be held in the memory at one time (for both single and

multiple-part programs).

Instructions Section

The instructions sectlon includes the information for the screen image and mainloop
followed by the labels for the menu bars. dialog boxes and their relevant sub routines.

Each label is announced by the character . this character is followed by the actual label

name (Eg. .I'IIII). Vou can find this character as <SHIFT 3> if is possible to write

more than one command in a single line, the commands must be separated with a
"

:
"

The instructions section is normally the largest part of the Source>Codc, You can write

the 3 three parts of the Source-Code directly one after another. there is no requirement
to separate the parts. It is only required to write the three parts in the right order. this is

a requirement of geoCom. You can see the construction best by studying the demo‘s.

1.1.4 Dialog boxee. Menu bare - making your own

Ueing ObiectEdit you can make and save all your own click boxes. menu bare. special
feature boxes and user icons. The standard boxes. menu bars and file select boxes are

provided for your use by geoCom. The readyvuee graphics are defined within the

Source-Code and inserted into the new program by geoCom. User icons (ea. Arrows) are

developed first using geoPaint and then imported into ObiectEdit using the

PhotoScrap-Formet, they are then given certain parameters and finally tied into the

_obi-code. You can see that we have deliberately tried to use as many aspects of

standard Goes to enable you to make the best use ot your tamlliar environment and also

to ensure that everything fits together with the least fuss I

ObiectEdit is an Appllcation and can be started with the familiar double click on the

program icon, Start geoCom —> objectedit or with geoCom -> ObiectEdit with“!

Object. with object. It is possible to move directly from Object Edit to geoCom with

Start geoCom and vice versa. Please be carefull when inserting the parameters. mistakes

here can lead to problems later.

There are virtually no restrictions when defining menu bars. When using ObiectEdit it is

possible to define parameters and data entries that can be included in your new

programs. Eg. other fonts and font aizea. file headers and comparison tables etc. The

whole package Is tied together in a elngle file and must be read in at the beginning 01

your Source-Code.

1.1.5 Vlri ‘ng Single Section Program-
Single eeotien progreme are loaded complete into memory, an example for this type of

program is PHINTEDIT. You have the advantage that all labels and variables are always
available. the disadvantage is Iimple - the program Ie limited as to its maximum size, You

are not allowed to use any module commands in a single section program
After the program has been compiled you must save the program yoursoll. otherwise it

will only remain in the memory lrom geoCom and be scratched when you leave geoCom.
Take a look at the program ‘ShowFont' for clarification,
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1.1.6 Writing Multiple Section Programs
When you start a multiple section program only a small part at the the program is loaded
into the memory. A good example tor a multiple program is geoPubliah. this program is
much larger than the entire memory of a (2-54 1 Multiple programs are split into a series

at modules and only the presently required section is loaded into the memory.
For this purpose a multiple section program must have a global eectlon and a number of
local sections. The global section is responsible for overseeing the whole program and

contains the name of the program. ite class and the author's name. The global section

also contalns all the repeating variables and labels. The local sections contai particular
parts of the program (similar to sub routines). loops and variables that will only be

required in the same local area. Please bear in mind that a second local aection

completely overwrites a previously active section when loaded into the memory. Vou can

only hold a maximum of 127 dill-rent variables, label namae etc. in the memory

simultaneously. Don't forget to include the global variables in your calculations I A good
example of a multiple section program is the original DeskTop (from BSW). eg. it you
want to see the contents at an Info-Block (keycode c- 0> the next module is first

loaded into the memory.
Bear in mind when programming that when a program is started the global aection is

Ieaplrogged and the program is commenced with the module '0'. Theretore module 0

must contain the screen information. important parameters and commands.

1.1 geoCo- - Operating Procedures
1.2.1 c ling geoCon
Starting geoCoia from the Desktop
When you start geoCom with a double click on the program icon you will be presented
with a file choice box. using this box you can select the required Source-Code—Text. ll

there are more than 6 geoWrite documents on the disk. than the box will be

complemented with a scroll bar. the lirst 15 files lrom a disk. are available. Using DISK

and DRIVE you either change the floppy drive andlor the disk. With Cancel you go to the

geoCom main menu. It is possible using the Play: (F1!F3/F51F7) to switch between the

lloppy drive: A ~ D. you can also acceea to a dialog box which oliero you the opportunity
to start an error liat or not. It you don‘t access the Cancel option the Source-Code will

be read in and compiled.

Starting geoCola with Start oeoCom
You can read about the operating procedure of Start geoCom at chapter 1.11. It you
ecceoa geoCom out of geoWrite (uaing Start geoCom) the present document will be

accepted as a Source-Code and compiled - if you have used the start editor to we»: a

llle. When starting geoCom with Start geoCom the pre-eelect one screen modus will be

activated betore starting geoCom. ll you have defined the option 'Start compiling source'
- an error list will be automatically made while geoCom is compiling the Source-Code or

a choice box will appear beforehand.

1.2.2 The Screen Diaplay
When you start geoCom with "Start compiling source' then only the lower part at the main

menu will be displayed. in the first line you will see the Ale/no ol the Source-Code. the

Page. how tar advanced the translation is and which Che/actor is being checked now.

Some Baiwlll K_corn mtg.» t .

Objecthls m WJ‘ Obi—code Am

Code area: I” - mu (Ml.
toast-Ms on: $104: - RIM: (max.
Variables nae: ill-6 - XIII? (max

It is also possible that instead 01 C/leruter. the word Brons- is present. This means that

you prc-eelected the automatic making of an error list. In the second row can be seen the
Nellie oi the found obiect file. the present Mam-1V0. and the 001m Code, Under this in
the third line can be seen the Code area. In tho fourth line the fixed parameters can be

eeen, and in the fifth the variables. These valuea (Max. Value) : the ore-selected memory
area can either be determined bytho programmer in the declarations section or defined

internally by geoCom. During the compiling procedure it is possible to see how geoCom is

sorting the variables.
After the translation has been completed you can see how much and what memory areas

have been used as a linel value. thus you have the opportunity to alter the stendart
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memory allocations, increasing or decreasing as required. it the variable, Code or

constant parameter memory area is to small then this will be indicated by an error

message. it is possible using the upper dialog box to access various geoCom functions :

DIJGIII comma 0mm.

a mm sow:- tuh E mum: rm to q-punt-

E 5.“ yuan)” Nith cm In «min

a an plow» Htlltaut object o: Dh’ectfdll

“on sect-r m dens/ah

OI/Ier source We - With the file selection box (all geoWrite-liles on the current disk.) it is

possible to access another Source-Code. Don't forget to save an already compiled
program lirot l

Save prowl/n
- After the program has been compiled you can either start the program or

save it, we recommend you to save the program first !

Open Error Il/e- When you have created an error protocol It Is not possible to save the

program. Therelore instead of 'Save Program' you now have the opportunity to start the

error protocol. this is s geoWrite text that includes the errors found during the

compilation
Run Prayer" - Refer to Save Program !

To Desktop - Return immediately to the Desktop (No safety check !) a program that has

not been saved beforehand will be lost I

Without text In yeaWr/Ie - Vou will land in the start box from gsoWrite (Create. Open ->

Desktop).
Wit/I ht! Io yoerife — You will start geoWrita and the Source-Code-Text will he opened.
1mm: object to Dolled-bi? - You will land in the start box from ObjectEdit (Createt
Open, Quit)
W/m ob/‘ecl to ao/ecrEd/I - You will start ObiectEdit and the relevant data document will

be opened, or the first data document on the disk.

if the text segments are shown in link-.9 then the functions are not available. they are

only available so long as they are visible in ”plain style“. If. in the StartEditor. you have

activated the option Set template then you will see when starting ObiectEdit or

geoCom a short options list where you can choose either to start geoCom or

OhiectEditt it is possible to move between geoWrite. OhiectEdit and geoCom
without having to go through the Desktop.

1.18 The Compiler
Compiling a text means that the Source-Coda will be combined with the Data-Document.
converted to Machine-Code and saved internally in geocom as a program. During the

period that the compiler is active you will see the lower part of the main menu, geoCom
’

d the Source-Code-Text and convert it. Single section programs are not

on disk and only when the Source Code—Text is to large In it be

divided into sections and deposited on the dish Alter the translation you wtll have

to do this yourself. or start the new program. Please bear in mind that the required
oblect tiles and the module Source-Code (if required) must be present on the some disk.

Multiple section programs are, after the successful compilation ol the second

nodule. automatically ved to disk. please make sure that you have

suitieient space on the disk I

If required. it is possible to save any errors, that occurred during the compilation, in a

new gsoWrite document which will be created by geoCom, This document will be called

“Due/Irexmemchrfi After the compilatlon has been completed and no errors have been

detected then the geoCom main menu will appear with the option 'Seve Program". The

Compiler can be stopped at any time with the <RUNISTOP> key.

1.3 The Finished Program
During the saving period an Info-Block will be created, this includes the data from the

declarations section and a standard icon. Of course you can alter this icon using the

lconEditor - the lconEdilor has actually been written using geoCom I
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You have now received a aound loundation to geoCom and ite peripherale. the time hae

now come to inform you about the 'bad aide" ol geoCom. Your ready‘uee new program
will includes ca. 10 KB at Geos standard routines. only with their help Is It possible to

combine all the BASIC (eimilar to) command: and the Machine-Code routines. Your whole

Source—Code will be saved as Machine-Code. this means that the program will have an

average size oi 15-20 KB. This is unfortunately the only dieadvantage oi geoCom. it is not

poeeibla to write very small programa as in the ceee with pure Machine-Code - thie

wasn't our targe , we didn't want to write a second Mega-Aaaembler,

1.4 gaoCo- - Additional Progrene
1A1 Starting geeCom
To enable you to be able to start GeoCom or ObiectEdit out at geoWrite we have
written Start geoCom. Start geoCom ia a Book Acceeoory (DA). Beiore you activate Start

geoCom you should lirat update your geoWrite doou. (to be leund in the File-Bar). only
so can you be sure that the latest version oi your document in being actlvated by
geoCoin. It you target to update your document belorahand a dialog box will appear,
warning you at thie tact. GeoCom will now be loaded and etarted. according to your
pra-saiecta. the individual pro-select options are described at chapter 1A3 (Start Editor).
We advise you to alwaye etart geoCom with Start gaoCom. becauee Start geoCom ie

only a loader you will only eee it on screen it there is an error or a problem during the

loading sequence.

1.4.2 Errore. When Starting gaoCom
- It you don't carry out an update the loliowing box will appear :

SI.“ gentle. Ill.) -— (I!) ”92-93 M Rem

Please to! list the wane—pm m m. lie-menu

IE]

With Cancel you can reotily thie problem.

- it you don't start irom geowrlta you will see this box 1

sun Fato— In.) - (:2) 1993—91 at My.

[he program was!“ filed “om muffle U1

New sue. Mthedoctlnmitwlb dtle?

E

Here you can chooae between OK -

carry on or Cancel .

‘ it geoCom (or ObjectEdit) cannot be iound the following box will appear :

Starr noto— vi.) - (t) who) her net-1m

memwe.tmthedocmiswtodaa"
mma-mawwmem

“IE

Make euro that the required program is in either iloppy A or B. In order to do this and
iind the required program you can leave thie box with the Cancel option.

1.4.3 SKI" Editor
.

The Start Editor enables you to select various values and functions that will be initialized

by Start oeoCom. To eat up the program you must copy geoCom and Start Editor to your

work disk or REU and then start Start Editor. You can either start Start Editor iron: the

Geoa Menu Bar (alao preaent in geoWrite) or with the uaual double elicit on the Start

Editor program icon. the individual items can be selected (do-selected) by activating the

buttons, (Black button - activated)
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Start Elfin! UL. - (E) I991 Ftllk mun
Dam-emu an en“ _ [Ill—semen _

99m debtor" Ola-column:
OPu‘l Obyactidit Oflvwolumm
©Stnrt compnmq source Osman box
on... in

Win“
0 SW!

0 Read

0 Set template

Await/Ilka In cllt‘
ch can choose here. should geoCom or Obiectedit be started by Start geoCorn. ll you
start with geoCom then you will be able. directly alter the start. to go straight into the
compilation modue by clicking on : Start compiling source. it not you will enter the
geoCom main menu. ll you select the item Start compiling eouree than any errors that

appear during the compilation will be saved in the error text. The Main file has a special
lunction. it you enter here the name at a particular tlle then this tile will always be loaded
and compiled. it makes no dillerence lrom which Source-Code text you start geoCom. Eg.
you have written a program with a number at modules and you have set each module up
with it's own Source-Code-Text. it would be advantageous to give as standard file the
name at the main program, in the main program the command 'INCLUDE . . a “where
the blank spaces represent the name of the module Source-codes. geoCom will here
insert the Source Code and so complete the program !

L‘IZJ—Scruvr
Here you can set up the 40/50 character modus (only with a (3-12!) to switch to
before the etert of geoCom/ObiectEdit, With the button Switch box you can determine
whether a respective switch box should appear.

Option:
You must save your ore-selects. It is possible to Read ore-selects that you have already
saved. When you select the option Set template you can determine alter the start of
Start geoCoaI ll geoColn or ObieetEdit ehould be started. You only really need the
start editor if you want to change the Start geoCom pre-selects.

1.4.1 Errors. When Using The Start Editor
If Start geoCom cannot be lound on the same disk. the lollowing message will appear :

Sun Elam ULI - (C) I991 rnlk Hermann

Can't ima Sum «atom in the current owe

Check that Start Editor and Start geoCom are on the some disk.

1.5. ObiectEdit
ObiectEdit is a very important tool. with ObjectEdit you can :

- develop you own dialog boxes
- develop menu bars
- insert the date lor lile headers (important for creating new files)

- declare the comparison tablee (eg. keyboard hotkey commands)
- tying in (mode with geoPeint) mini graphics - (Bitmape)

Everything that you develop or tie in with ObiectEdit is saved in a data tile
(Machine—Code) and must be tied into the geoCom Source-Code with the command
OBJFILE narae. byte (in the Source-Code). The tied in bitmaps are called up. shown and
inserted into the Source-Code with OBJECT name and the menu bars with MENU
name. byte. ObiectEdit only lunctions in 40 char. modus. Please bear this in mind !

1.5.1 Calling OBJECT EDIT

Calling from the Desktop
The usual start is with the well known double click on the program icon. OBJECT EDIT
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starts and the main screen appears. You will see a choice box with the usual some

options as in geoPaint, geoWrite etc. New Doc.v Existing Doc or return to Desktop.

Please Sllttl option;

m. rm...

uixtm document

to demon

- Create new Document :

It you want to create a new object document than you have to enter a name in for the
new document in the follow-on box. We recommend you to choose a name with the
suffix _obi. this will enable you to keep a good overview oi your object documents

- Open existing Document :

When you wish to open an obiect document that already exists you must select (Open)
one of the tiles that are presented in the toilowmn box. the first iitteen tiles on the
disk. will be shown. You can also start an existing document when you perform a

double click on its icon in the Desktop.

- Ouit to Desktop :

You return to the Desktop

Sterling Iron Start geoCom
The operating procedures of Start geoCom can be read at chapter 1.4.1. According to
your pro-selects, that you have set up in the Start Editor, you will arrlve at ooiectEditor.
Please bear in mind that the data contents oi a document cannot be printed.

1.5.2 The Structure
when you start ObjectEdit the main screen will appear. it you start ObiectEdit without an

ohiect document a Copyright logo will appear in the lower part oi the main screen. It you
start ObjectEdit trom an ohiect document the logo will not appear. ll you have attempted
to create a new object document the lollowing message will appear at the bottom at the
screen :

Nona obiects in this tilel

In the top left hand corner you will see the name at the present oblect document and in
the top right corner is the menu bar. The menu bar options are :

geos
- ObjectEdit Into: The usual “author box' will appear.
- Drive (active drive) : With this option you are able to directly switch between your

varlous drives. You can switch onto the next tollowing drive. Please bear ln mind that
with this option you could receive a drive conflict. OBJECT EDIT always starts with the
current drive and during the work on the object document the program will oitan move
block: at iniormation back and iorth between the memory end the disk. it you have
changed the drive then it could happen that he program could no longer find the
relevant data - ZONK Ill

- The disk. and memory relevant DA's will be shown. It Is possible using the Drive option
to access DA's on other drives.

File
- clone : The presently tive document will be updated, saved to disk. and then closed.

the options box : "New, Open. Cancel' will appear so enabling you to work with a
further document.

- update : We strongly recommend you to regularly update your document. analog to
gaoWrite. qeoPaint etc.

-

pre w : Shows you how many objects are in the active document.
- rat: at : it you have made a change to the document which you are not happy with.

you can return to the document state as at the last update.
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- quit : The document will be updated. closed and you will return to the DeskTop.

Edll
- cut I copy I paste : This is the same as in geoCalc and refers to the individual

objects. The functions enable you to erase. copy and insert objects that you have
previously prepared in other documents. so saving you a lot oi tedious parallel work.
The function makes an Object_Scrap.

- drive (A): Enables you to switch to another drive, this is particularly uselul when you
are looking tor 1! Scrap that is on another dlsk in a drive other than the present drive.
The switch is possible in the logical direction: A- B— C- D. Don‘t lorget to switch back
to your 'working drive.“

- delete obi-ct : Erase the actual object lrom the object docu. Careiul. il you haven't
saved the object with eutlcopy as an Object-Scrap it will be loet ! Excepting : You can

pull the object back with back-date (as long as you have not carried out an Update
beforehand), . A check box appears before you can carry out this lunction !

- new object : A lurther object will be inserted into the object docu. A dialog box will
appear asking you which type oi object you wish to insert. You must give the object a

name otherwise the object will be known as unnamed. always make a note at the

object name. you have to insert the object with the command OBJECT lulu in the
Source—Code.

Options
Here you can lind the specilic object declarations : BITMAP. SPRITE. ICON. FILEHEADER.
Eg. Insert Fotoscrap . . . etc. It is basically possible to load all graphics as a PhotoScrap.
with SPRITES end FILEHEADER it is possible to use the available Pixel Editor. this is very
simple -

you only need to place the mouse pointer on the required position - with a click.
a pixel will either be placed or erased.

TIP : you are recommended within geoPaint to work in the colour-moons. activate the
colours black and white. before you 'cut' the graphic - switch back to the monochrome
modus, this makes Ille a lot easier l

1.5.: Object Construction
In order to create single objects. go to the option new object in the menu Edit. a dialog
box will appear. make your selection by clicking on the relevant object~type. OBJECT EDIT
will place the object in the obiect document:

Please mm obieex (we or new oblect

:1 mm... :1 teens

a li cg box a menu

a rennet-ac. I: "ii-I9 ken:

El byte rm- D integer now

D Iur my D string m-

a protease: n rum

[3 spin

At the bottom of the screen you will see : lelt. the object type. label. the present sum

total at objects in the docu. and the position no. at the actual object. Using the two
arrows on the right hand side it is possible to switch between the objects. Enter as

Home the name at the active object. click on the name area and the Text Cursor will

appear on unnamed After you have edited the object name entar (RETURN). Later you
will insert this object in the Source-Code with the command OBJECT luna- . The object
docu. will be called up belorehand with the command OBJFILE 'ab/‘ocr-Dacunent'.

ti eadar (or Into-Block)
When you want to create your own programs in GEOS you will require a Fileheader
(Into-Block). Vou can read about the construction and the placement ol the individual

bytes in chapter 3.4.1. OBJECT EDlT end geoCom can save you a lot of tedious work
here I Important : in geoWrite you will have to enter a number of extra bytes (eg. the first

page number). The new tile will be created In the Source—Code using the command
CREATE Fianna/Illa Filename is the name at the tile that is to be created and

Name is the label that you have used under geoCom tor the tile header.
The Screen is here split into 4 parts, upper leit is the Icon-Editor. With the lunction read

PheloScr-p . t . (to be found in the Option menu) it is possible to insert an already
completed icon. Upper right can be seen the area where the bytes so - 70 and 96 at the
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Into-Block are given their parameters, it is possible to alter the standard parameters by
adiusting the arrows.

«New

flux-me

trauma: —E

Stun (lee: m-g

Below left can be seen the area where the Bytes 71 - 93 and 97 - 133 of the Into-Block
are entered/adjusted, here it is important to pay attention to the special requirements ot

GEOS. We strongly recommend you to take a look at other GEOS Into-Blocks. this can be

done using a disk. monitor and is especially relevant to the CLASS-Name and the

Applications-Name. This is particularly important it want to-be able to start your
program with a double click on the program icon.

In the area below right you have the option to define the remaining bytes (134 « 169) at

the Into-Block. (important tor geoWrite docus. - 1st. page). It is not possible here within
the program to enter the into.block text segment, you can only do this by calling up the

into.block in the Desktop d: I 0). Move the cursor over the are, click. now you can

change the value.

Its-test or We

lus- "he

byta-. integer, constant- and string ro-

These variable sequences are for digit sequences (and strings) that you often use tor

calculations and displays, this enables you to save expensive Code-Area-Spaca. Enter

first the number at data elements or use the arrows. Finally enter the required values tor

individual elements. Click on the the respective area. the text cursor will appear and the
content: at the element will be shown, format : (Name <Data eleltenb). With the help
of the menu option Option is it possible within the data ale-ant row to erase or

import individual data elements :

- delete data entry - All the following data elements move up one position. The no. of

elements will be reduced by one. The first data element cannot be erased,
- insert data entry - All the iollowing data elements move down one position. The no. of

elements will be increased by one.

nut-u at on. elements: CE

Sui-w lllIlh: CE
You can simplify the input of the individual data elements by using the key combination
«(2- RETURH>. The cursor iumps immediately into the editor area. Atter you have

entered your parameters press RETURN, the parameter will be accepted and the data
etetnent counter will increase by one.

sprites
The GeoCom package includes a simple sprite editor. It is also possflzle with the
command : read Photoscrap. . to import a pro-prepared Photoscrap as a sprite. The

sprites are 24 x 24 GEOS points large. The creation I changing of a sprite is easy. click -
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inside the editing window . on a particularvpoint.if there was a spot it will now be erased

and vice versa. Leit from the editing window can be seen the sprite in its original size.

bitmaps
Bitmaps are graphics. they often help more than a whole book. Bitmap: can be used as

logos (Geol-iexer), eg. the use at a bitmap as an Icon In a dlalog box. A bltmap is created

with a (artistic) graphics program (geoPaint). Simply cut the graphic out of geoPaint doc‘
as a Photoscrap and import it here. For this function you will need to activate the menu

option PhotoScr-p . .. this can he iound in the menu Option. A dialog box will appear

containing two values. Width and Height. The values are very ueeiul eg. for the creation
ol a icon tables (ICON).

font
Because of problems with memory capacity it is not advisable here to import other other
toms and tent sizes. not withstanding we have included this ability. With the command

FONT ”1.- they can called up into the Source-Code and then used. For the import of

fonts you will find the option road font tile in the menu option, first you should select
the tent and then the lont size. The font size will be imported and saved as an object. It

you enter here an illegal value (non existent font size) you will receive an error message.
After the font (is. the tom size) has been completely imported. you will be shown a demo.
at the font with all the possible characters.

proceaeu
Alter selecting this option a table will appear, hero you must insert the values that

correspond with all your processes (they are included in the Source—Code as labels). The
values are : the total number of processes. the running no. of each individual process and
in corresponding label and the call up frequency. To simplify entering the data the

keycodea <C- RETURN> and «RETURN» are available. Within the Source-Code the

processes are called up using the command PROCESS and started with the command
RESTART byte. The Process time refers to the interrupt. the standard value relates to

use sec. Ie. Value 50 - 1 call up per second. By activating additional commands in the
Source—Code it is possible to have an added level of control over the individual
processes, The value byte is the no. of the active process. Please bear in mind, the

length at the mainloop increases analog to the number of active processes.
With the command clear current entry in the option menu it is possible to erase the

current process tram the process table. All the tollowing processes move up one position
in the table. Please bear this in mind when calling up the individual processes in the

program. The no. of processes will reduced by one.

string kette
The principle is similar to that of the string sequences, the dilierence is that a string
chain contains a pre-dellned character combination. The Individual character chains are

placed in the memory in a continuous string, this means that the string cannot be changed
- only accessed. Eg. a string chain for STRIBOX or logos. To enter the actual value you
can again use the keycode <C- RETURN). The Source-Code reads the string chains with
the command TEXT. Using the menu option option it is possible to add or delete
individual data elements from the string chain, to see how this is done - please read

string row.

icons (pictooraiaa)
Icon tables, otherwise known as Pictogrems, are the graphics contained within a program
that help the user to operate the program

- it you click on an icon something should

happen it E9. the toolbox in geoPeint. It you want to integrate icons in your geoCom
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programs. you will have to create them using geoPeint, The icons are placed as bitmaps
in the obiect document using the command Bitmap. Later in the Source-Code you must

tie in the obiects (command : OBJECT. .), first the bitmap and than the corresponding icon
table. First you must enter the total number of icons. The entry louse position refers
back to the command ICON. it this is called up the mouse pointer will be placed on the

respective position. When using GEOS f2! you have an additio al area : DOUBLE. Using
this command it in possible to double the 'X' value in the so character modus, the mouee

position is here only allowed to have a value of o to 319. If you click on the DOUBLE
area it will appear inverted and an additional dialog box will appear. here you can enter

the value : 0. 1 or 2 This value refers to the value tor the command DBL.

name. at ten-s: E
m. position-M: ECEJ lF—mTIEE

v: E 3
Now follows the entry for the respective icon. Firstly the no. of the current icon will be

set. followed by the name of the bitmap graphic that is due to appear as an icon. Please
don't forget to tie in the gra hic beforehand (and in the Source-Code). The values for the

icon screen display are given in card format , for the 40 character screen the values 0 to

33 and for the so character screen 0 to 79 are allowed. When using Geoa 120 it is again
possible to use the command Double. it you use the command Double than you are

restricted to the 40 character values. Because you are here working in tile format it is not

possible to activate the byte move t modus, ((11.2), .

in the next area you enter the ve use for Width and Height possible to activate the

command Double. Last but not least the Labelname will be given, to which the program
should jump to when the Icon is 'clicited.‘ Using the menu option option It Is possible to

erase the current icon. all the lollowing icons in the Icon-Table move up one position. The
total number of icons will be reduced by one.

cum-n inns: m
m

leoa position: X: @3
V' 1:3

|=°I ,3“; ’c E IE
V= EH

kl"- "Hi-k

menu Bars
There is one restriction when using Menu-Bars in geoCom : there is a maximum oi 30

Menu-Options -

per Menu. the Menu-Bar is positioned using the coordinates :1 to 12. that

ie. the tour corners are set. Talte especial care when setting up the V coordinates. here
is a tip for setting up the y: coordinate :

15 v (No. of menu items ‘

14) - ya

in the area Short-cuts you can enter. it the use oi Kay-Codes with the pre-lix ‘c-'

(Commodore Key) from the menu level is allowed. the gap between the Le" Screen
Bel-do and the start of the Key-Code, Eg. <—--C- A. in the area Display you must

betw a Horizonta or Vertical menu. let Main.Menu or Sub-Menu l in the res

Linitateon you can select whether the menu border should be respected or not. there

are two options : The option Unlimited allows the mouse pointer to leave the menu area

(without making a choice) and roam freely around the screen. the option Limited limits
the mouse pointer to the menu area. it can also move vertically or to the previous menu.

Below this the no. of menu points must be entered.

Positions: Xh— WEE]
mm v2:—

lam mun-ao-

nun-sat nee- it-st- [—9

Underneath the thick line on the screen (which is only'there because it looks good I) the

individual menu items are shown. Firstly the Active Menu Item can be adiusted.
followedby Test at menu In. where you can a act between three options :

- Text - Normal text will be shown (naturally in BSW). this text must be entered in

inverted commas . Eg. 'Text“.
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- Text With Key-Code - Normal text will be shown (naturally in BSW). this text must be
entered in inverted commas. as in any other menu. additionally you
must enter behind the text the character that is to serve as a

Key-Code. Eg. 'quit'.0 : You will then see in the menu : quit C—O.

-Name - You can also enter the name ol label- (29, String-Sequences or String—Chains).
These are entered without 'commaa". additionally the position ol the

Character-Chain in the String-Sequencelchain must be given. Don't lorget to
include the Zero-Byte in the calculation (Character-Chain o Zero-Byte). E9. In a

String-Sequence with a length at 16 the second Characterochain will start at 17,
En. teat.t7 will show the second element ol test. You could utilize this trick to
show all the DA‘e on the current disk. under the menu option geese

turreet um... an... |1_:]§1
text at new ital:

urinnmed : : :

"In at win-r-

up «urine/menu; unnnrned

Finally can be seen the options : Menu Type and lanuIRoutine. Under
Menu type it is possible to select one ol three options :

I:

- Menu Routine - activates. alter clicking, a routine (label) that you have entered in the
area Menu/Routine. This makes it possible within the Source-Code to
activate pre-delined screen masks. This label must end with the
command HETMNU. lollowed by the name at the next sub-menu.

- Sub-Menu - In the following area you should enter the name ol the sub-menu that you
want to cell up.

- Sub-Routine - ln the following area you should enter the name of the label that is you
went to jump to. (Typical switch out ol a menu). the label must contain.
at the beginning. the command FIRSTMEHU so that the main menu can

be restored.

Al lirst glance the development ol menus seems to be extremely complicated. however

only through the use of the here described struckturing in combination with OBJECT EDIT
is it possible to guarantee the high level at flexibility that oeoCom provides. We advise
you to make a sketch at how the menu should look and combine this with a 'scrsp'
flowchart so that you can see the various routinga. this should make the iob ol making
your own menus somewhat easier. Make a note of the individual labels. take care that
alter moving into a sub routlnslmenu that you have provided tor a return to the main

menu. you will lind the commands lor this lunction in the Handbook - otherwise : ZONK ll
Also take care that you insert the menus into the Source-Code in reverse order. that is
lrom lowest sub-menu to main-menu. then they will be tied in correctly. Ensure that you
enter the correct at - y2 parameters. otherwise the menu will be drawn wronglyt It is

possible under the option optioue to insert or erase a menu item from the current

position The following menu items will be moved accordingly.

Dialog Boxe-

Although tor a normal program dialog~boxes are not usually required. provision hae been
made for you to develop your own. D'alog—Boxee are a mixture of ICONS and TEXT. le.
text is shown (with en 'olier' or option) and an icon (icons) islare provided giving you an

area to 'cllck' on, No doubt you will have seen lots at personalized dialog‘hoxee in other
GEOS programs. It is much better to develop dialog-boxes lrom within the Source-Code.
using ICONS. At this point we want to discuss dialog-boxes that can be developed with
the command 'D'alogbox-Ordere‘ (Eg. CHEATEBOX). but with extraneous iconst Therelore
you must “make the dialog-box with the aid 01 graphic tools.

In the Dialog-Box-Section cl OBJECT EDIT you must lirst decide, whether you went to use

a standurd dialog-box-size or a custom made box. It you cllck on STANDARD 3 standard

(ready use) box will be provided, otherwise you must enter the parameters tor each of
the tour corners -> x1. yt. x2. ya (The standard parameters are x1-64. x2-255. y1-32
and y2-127), Additionally you will have to enter the pattern lor the trains. (click on the
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option to move to the next pattern). Next. you must declare how many elements are

going to appear in the box and then set up each individual element. The following types
can be seen in the table. keep an eye on the parameter dbatat. it enables you to

declare within the Source-Code how you leave the box and where you go to (within the

program) ll

Type: ICON -> OK dbstat :1 1 CANCEL dbstat - 2

YES dbetet - 3 N0 dbstat - 4

OPEN dbltat - 5 DISK dbstat - 6

You must enter. for the current lCON, the relative position for the upper left corner. The
X-Parameter should be given in tiles (/6) and the Y-Parameter in points. When using GEOS
t2! it is possible to use the command DOUBLE. this ha exactly the same lunction as in

ICONS, the drift can be allowed for with an additional parameter as in DBL

integer.byte. Enter the label lextstring . . that is to he iumpcd to when the icon is

activated,

Further Types : ShowText
It is possible. within a dialog-box to display text. Here you must enter the relative

position. inside the dialog—box, oi the character-chain to the upper left hand corner (both
parameters in points), you should then enter the text (in inverted commas ("'), directional
characters (-> [3) are possible, or the name ot a character-chain it it should appear here).
The standard parameters tor a 'normai" dialog-box are : x-16 and y-ts. 32. 4a or 64,

Further Types : Moueeclick
When you select this type, you can decide whether a dialog-box can he Ieit when the
area outside of the icon is clicked (Eg. the 'iniamous' OK). When using this option. the

variable dbatat has. atter the iunction. the parameter 14.

Further Types : Mons-Routine
When you select this type, a sub-routine will be called it you 'click‘ outside the

pre-defined icon - this is equivalent to the command 0" 1 GOTO . . . you must declare

the label to which the sub-menu in the Source-Code responds.

Further Types : Userlcon
This option enables you to show personalized icons in the dialog-box. Basically this option
is parallel to the standard—icons. as far as the positioning is concerned. Simply enter the

name of the icon-table that contains your icon. this should contain only one icon, while the

option only recognizes the lirst icon it iinds in the table. Within the icon-table the

parameter (ICON) declares the BlTMAP that is in tact your icon.

One-step. Two-step : Develop your icon with geoPaint. paste this as a BITMAP in your
Obiect-Document. put together an Icon-Table which reters back to the Bitmap. iinally you
can order a Dialog~Box to show your personalized icon lll

Thie sequence at events is the same when tying Objects into the Source-Code. firstly tie

the BITMAP‘S in. followed by the lconATabIea and then the Dialog-Boxes (ll these include

personalixed icons). finally define a routine (label) that is to be iumped to when you click

on your personalized icon.dbstat has here the parameter 13

Further Types : Routine

Here you can declare which routine (LABEL) should be iulnped to utter a dialog-box has

been shown. this enables you. for example. to call up an additional Bitmap or to branch
oft to a iuther program section.

0k. well that‘s basically it as tar as Dialog-Boxes and OBJECT EDIT are concerned,
Before you try to write a mammoth application. we strongly recommannd you read the
section: Program Examples. You should firet develop a trial concept with a low

dialog-boxes and menu~bars. for the start have a look at --» sTHNBOX 'Flflura

Developmenla'.".".
There are a few demo programs in the circuit. You can for examples look at the

Obkiect—Document 'ICON EDIT_obi', this document shows you very nicely how a large
selection of obiects works.
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1.6 ICON EDIT
GeoCem saves all new programs with the same icon. Naturally you will want to decorate

your own work with a personalized icon. there why we have written Icon Edit. Icon Edit

has been written with geoCom - to show how good the program is II You can mess

around with the Source-Code from icon Edit !

But how does icon Edit work :

ICON EDIT i atarted with the usual double click on the program icon. the Icon Edit ecreen

will beset up and an lile selection. box will appear. In thie box you will see a list ol all the

tiles on the current disk. It there are more than 6 tiles on the dlsk.. you can use the

arrows to move within the list. Select the tile whose icon you wish to change, and click on

OPEL It is possible using the options DISK and DRIVE to swap and change within your

configuration.

The lelt hand ei e at the Screen :

Fie 'Ilos:
m ml: 129

Class. wuate UZ.I
mm: tom new
no lm- Mlleetion (use)
own. any n mammo-

nee; mes rm
Size: n KBqteU)
Structure: wit
you “mail; on whom

Here is shown all the information that can be otherwise found in the file lnloBex,

additionally you can see the lile-structure (whether sequential or VLIR) and the screen

modue. The inlormation is only displayed, it ie not poeaible here to make any changes.
Above this area can be seen. as always. the menu bar.

geoa
- lconEdit Info: Here can be seen the usual Author lnloBox.
— Beneath can be seen the list at the current DA's,

Ffle
- close: The currently active Into.Block (Icon and Inlo.Text) will be updated and closed.

The lile selection box will appear and you can make a further choice.
- Recover: It you made a change that you are not happy with -

you can return back to

the stage of the last update. the current icon will be re-Ioadod.
— Quit: The current icon (0 lnlo.Text and Write-Protection) will be updated (disk), IconEdit

will be closed and the DeskTop will be reactivated.

Edit
This option enables you to work with PhotoScraps. le. you can alter or develop a new

icon using geoPaint. you can copy. paste or erase scraps as in geoPaint,

The right hand aide at the Screen:

The Pictograms in the Editor cause the following eltects. (Please bear In mind that an

UNDO command is not available I).

m: , From IelI_lD nun:

-- Icon, mirror horizontally
.

- lean, one plxel up
- Irwert pixel

4333- Icon, one pixel to let!
» Erase all plxele
- Iron, one pixel to rluht

Em-
Icnn, mirror vertically

- Ican, one plxel DOWN
- Icon, 45 degree turn

Adiacent to this can be seen. to the rlght an enlarged view at the current icon and to the

lelt the current icon in original size Below the icon can be seen whether the

'Write-Protection' is activated and the e
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it is possible to switch the stetus ol the 'Write-Protection' by clicking on the button. It you
move the mouse pointer into the editing area you will find yourself autometicelly in the

Edit-Modus. the painter will become a smell rectangle and and the current xly coordinate
will be shown. ln order to change the icon you must enter the 'Pelnt-Ersee' Modus. this
works just like geoPsint in the Zoom<Edit-Modus- changes in the edit-arse will be shown

immediately on the original icon.

The Info. Window
In the Intewmdow can be seen the current Into.Text. this can be edlted. changes in the

Inlo.Window will be registered by all 3 save commands (Close, Update and Quit).

Yhe lconpufler

The lconpuiler is a RAM butler. during the period when lcenEditor is active it is possible
to store a number at reedy-uee icons in the butler. Click on the respective icon a and

one at the cursor arrows - The LH arrow swaps the buffer icon with that ol the edit In.

the center arrow copies the current icon lnto the icon butter and the RH arrow copies the

butler icon into the edit eree.

0n the Disks can be lound, apart from the completed programs. the individual tiles tor

geoCom - these are 1

- ICON EDlT_com - the Source-Code. here you can cut out sections lor your own use.

~ lCON EDIT_ob| . the Obiekt-Documsnt and
- ICON ED|T_ssm = a Machine-Code section lor MegeAssemblsr (not translated)
- ICON EDIT_msc - the translated Machine-Code section. must be tied in with Linker

1.7 BASIC T0 GEOS
This program has been included to enable you to import BASIC (cs4 V20. (2126 V7.0)
programs into geoWrite. The program does not help you with the construction of the

Source>Code. it only gives a geoWrite~doc. version oi the BASlC listing. The line numbers
and BASIC syntex remein - no changes are made to the BASIC program. the text cannot

be imported straight into geoCom.
Belore the BASIC text can imported into geoCom e lot oi work hes done to done :

- Flemove the line no's and issue all the jumps (GOTO GOSUB etc.) with labels.
- Replace the BASIC~Commends with geoCom-Commends.
» Suit the various operationslsequencss (IF/THEN) to the geoCom commendo structure.
- Convert the Parameters and loops to the geoCom structure.

- Convert the Disk. and Printer commends to the geoCom structure.
- All System-Commends must be adapted to the GEOS structure (POKE. PEEK and SVS)

As you see there is a lot at work to be carried out belore the BASIC-geoWrite-Text can

be translated with geoCom. theretore it can be appreciated that this torm of conversion
from BASIC to GEOS is only really suitable lot a limited number at progrsms. The start of
BASIC T0 GEOS is the same as any other (normal) GEOS program. double click on the

progrem icon. alter a short period the introduction screen will appear. The first screen

otters you a Dialog—Box whether you can choose between the various (o Disk.) files. only
the BASIC files are shown. Select the BASIC lile that you went to import into geoWrite. e

lurther Dialog-Box will appear eating you to enter the name of the new geoWrits docu. in

the next box you are required to enter which geoWrite version the text should adopt

select mt land:

Mlle vll

mum v1.0

mi. 02.1

E

The selection is made here by clicking on one of the Formet-Optione. the current format
button is shaded. Alter you have made your selection you must decide whether the import
should be shown on screen or it it should take place in memory, it you select the screen
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option the current BASIC import line will be shown - otherwise the import would be to
slow. (It is much teeter it you don't eelect the screen display I)
Top rlgnt can be seen the no. oi characters In the import and below this the geoerte
page no. When the import has been carried out a 'succese-etory-meseage' will appear,
after your acceptance (OK) you will return to the start box. The import will be aborted it
the maximum no. at pages is exceeded (60). once you have returned to the beginning you
can either select another BASlC program or return to the DeskTop.

You will not be able to tlnd a Source-Code tor this program
'“

it is N91 PD
"‘

We here with call upon all programmers to help us develop a programth-t can import
(end convert) GEOBASIC programs and GEOBASIC Source<Codee into the geoWrite
lormat.

1.5 LINKEB

Using this program it is possible to hang sequential files onto the end of e VLlFl tile as a
new module. the new module then becomes the last module in the program and can

contain Machine-Code routines that can be ordered to be read by your (made with
geoCom) program as a supplementary to the geoCom routines. An example cl thie
tunction is ICON EDIT.

This application is started in the usual manner with a double click on the program icon, a

dialog box appears where are you are required to select the VLIR lile onto which the
supplementary SEO tile is to be hanged onto. Using the arrows it is possible to move

through the lile list until the required file is lound. ll you click on CANCEL you will return
to the DeekTop. Alter you have made your selection. the program will be continued, and
a lurther dialog box (for the selection at the .550 tile) will appear. here the CANCEL
option returns you to the first dialog box, The .SEQ tiles are usually either in the
MegaAesembler or geoProgrammer Iormat.

Linker now attempts to hang the SEC ills of the end of the VLIR program. If a disk.
error should occur - thie will be shown on-acreen - and Linker will return to the first dialog
box. Otherwise a 'eucceas-etory-meesege' will appear and Linker will tell you which
module no. the new (ex .550) module has been allocated. tInalIy Linker returns to the Iirar

dialog box. Once you have returned to the beginning at Linker it is possible either to
select a new VLIR program (and .SEO tile) or EXlT to DeskTop with the Cancel option.

Apart lrom the complete LINKER program you will also lind a number of ancillary tiles
lor geoCom :

- LINKEFLcom - the Source-Code
- LlNKER_obi = the relative Oblecl-Documenl
- LlNKER_asm s a Machine-Code section tor MegaAssembler (not translated)
- LlNKEFl_msc - the translated Machine—Code section. can be used with LINKER.

1.! Program Exec-plea
Before you attempt to develop your own programs we strongly recommend you to read

carefully chapters 1 a 2 and this section. You are also recommended to print out all the

example Source-Codes Eg. lconEdit. geoaD . . and to attach theses to the Handbook as

an appendix.
All oi the programs that are included in the geoCom package are complete, run-able geos
programs. By etudying these programs you can get an insight into Source- structureing,
Command and Source-Code-Text construction. you can experiment around with these
programs, change lines and/or cut sections out tor your own programs. the only thing that

you may not do is to try and present these programs as your own work (even as PD),
have a good look at the 'bracket-technik' in geoCom - to avoid making to many mistakes.

1.9.1 'Pattern Shew'

By using this Source-Code as an example we would like to illustrate the basic concept
behlnd geocom. We wlll not be looking at each individual command. because of this we

recommend you to take a good look at the workshops - print out all the Source-Codes
(PATTERN(a)_com to PATTERNSHOW_com) and add these to your Handbook as an

appendix. Place the lilea geoCom. Start Edltor. Start geoCom, geoWrite and the demo lile
listings on a work disk.
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Late give the whole thing a traine - PATTEBN(a)_eota
The first priority is to make a new geoWrite document : PATTERN(a)_com, this will be the

dean. tor the Source-Code. Next we need a skeleton : Declarations - Definitions - and

Instructions Sections. In the Declarations<Seotion are lound the file name. it‘s class and
the author's name. (tor Geoe 126 the Slant/lg :00 will have to be included < switches
to 40 character modus). All the above items are required by gaoCom during the

Compilation.
TIP 2 The leading-comma

‘

is used by geoCom as the BASIC command HEM - everything
that is included in a line atter the command

‘

will be ignored by geoCom ll Under the

command AUTHOR it is possible to enter your own name l

in the Definitions-Section can be lound the Variable counter and the LABEL Ind. Alwaya
eneure that you have entered the correct variable-type. geoCom requires thil information
no that it can define the variablee.. The lnetructione-Section muet include the commend
CLS (Clear Screen). the LABEL end , the program is exited and returns to the DeekTop.
As you can see it Is possible to include your own messages and note: within a geoCom
Source~c0de, this has later no eiiect on the length oi the completed program (unlike
BASIC)—geoCom ignores the messages during the Compilation.

Let's do an experiment - PATTERmche-
Alter we have cleared the screen we want to make an obiect appear on the screen - a

logo. We require as structure a PATTERN 0. a rectangle RECT 120.160.319.199 and a

lrame for the rectangle FRAME 122.152.317.197. in order to display our construction
we need the PRINT commend end the SETPOS- command to move the rectangle away
train the left hand border. The priciple at a 'window' is as follows :

- Drew the rectangle - with RECTx1.y1.xzy2
— Draw the lrame - witt FRAMEx1,y1.x2.y2

< Set the Cureor with - SETPOSx.y
» Set the Text-Style (thick) with - IB
- or normal with - I P

in order that the mouse can be utilized by a further routine(a) we now 'ewitch' the mouse

on. the command is : MOUSEON. It we were to use the command MOUSEON withom a

lurther parameter the program would immediately return to the DeskTop. therefore we

insert the Label click. Using the commend my I 6070 means that after pressing the
'click" button the program will go to a Label. the Label Oil byte GOTO . . . has a

number of further poesib"ties. These live options enable you to cover the maiority ol

queries and tie-ine in the Mainloopr
What or who is the Mainloop :

One or the great advantages with GEOS is the mouse pointer. when you move you mouse
- the mouse pointer on the screen moves parallel to your hand movement. when you
press the button 'click' something happens (usually l), But how does this work. how does
the computer know that you have moved the mouse 7 The secret lie: within the Mainloop.
the Mainloop is a GEOS Syetern—Intorrupt thet liee upon the normal System-Interrupt - it

has been expanded to include the observation of the mouse (movement and click) and

the keyboard. Therefore you do not need to insert these routines in your programs as

they are automatically activated by GEOS. You only need to tell your program that the

mouse routine is active and where to access it (0N byte GOTO . . ). this is covered in our

example by the labels click and keyrout. The Pictogramms and Menu-Bars that you have

defined with ObjectEdit will also be tied into the Mainloop. The Meinloop acceee can be

seen so

1. Start the program. leave the Mainloop, the program will be loaded.
2 The program will run (lnitialiaing) to the command MAINLOOP
a (Key and mouse access points could be built in (ON 0 GOTO click».
4. Return to the Mainioop with the command MAINLOOP.
5. You will remain in the Mainloop (the mouse and keyboard are being constantly

accessed) Eg. Vou press a key.
6. The program than jumps to the label click and looks to see whether the activated key

has been given a specific function. it VES the lunction will be carried through. it No the

Mainloop will be re-activated.
Vou will see that the points 5 and 6 represent a constantly repeating circulation. but now

back to our example : Alter the label end will be lound the label click but in between

we will insert the command 6070 end. The running order of the program will now be 1
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— Clear ecreen

. The window will appear in the lower part of the screen
- The Mainloop will be activated and when you press the mouse‘button the program will

jump to the label click and then the program will jump to the label and and return to
DeeltTop.

Our computer hae get a lot at key .

- PATTERN(¢)_eem
so it would be nice it we could use the . The jump iron the Mainloop tor this lunction ie
on o GOTO label. We are going to call our new label keyrout and we must define this
label beforehand. Within the label keyrout a variable will be controlled which will show
the key(s) that were pressed last —-> keydata, The variable control can be best accessed
with the :

IF (keydete -- parameter) GOTO label

loop. if you additionally press the C- (Commodore) key than the parameter will be
increased by 12a The normal Key-Code tor quitting C=O hes the parameter 113 + 128 (q
9 C-) a 241 (Hex :11). it maltea no difference whether you insert kaydata ”:2“ or

kaydata -- I. We strongly recommend you to stick with the well known standard GEOS

Key-Codes. here are a few examples :

C: Q - QUIT

C- 0 - OPEN
(2- P - PRINT
(1- | - CALL INFOBOX

C- S - SAVE

In our demo. we now go to the label end when the Key-Code c- G is accessed,
otherwise the parameter RETURN In the label keyrout wlll be actlvatod and the program
will return to the Mainloop. It doesn‘t matter when you access the Key-Code ~ Mainloop is
always watching you ll

Fine. but we want to sea a Pattern - PATTERN(d)_eol|
Now comes the moat important part - displaying the Fill-Pattern. GEOS has 34 standard

patterns, possible Is an area 320 Pixels (0-319) (horizontal) by 200 Pixels (0-193)
(vertical). We have divided the Pixel-Area into a x 4 fields : that is 8 fields horizontally in
four rows, this means that there are, mathematically. 320 : 8 - 4o Pixels per pattern.
Using this formula the tire! Pattern-Field has the Pixels 0-39, the second 40-79 and so on.

vertically it's the same game : 0-39 Plxele. You can experiment with other parsmetere -

be careful - don't forget the maximum parameters ! So that the Pixel-Fields can be called
up at will. their definitlon must be carried out wltn a label, this label must be inserted
before the Meinloop is accessed - therefore we must iump to the pattern iust after the

logo has been displayed. GOSUB showpatt. The display of the pattern will be achieved
within the sub-menu ahewpatt by a REPEAT-UNTlL—Loop. The display loop between
REPEAT and UNTIL is an abbreviation of an otherwise very complicated label. Vou can

of course insert the display in clear text :

PATTERN 0

RECT 0, 0. 39, 39

FRAME (10.39.39
PATTERN1

RECT40,0.79.39
FRAME4Q0.79.39
PATTERN?
HECT $10,119.39. . t

etc. etc. This would leave you with two problems. one you would use to much Code-Area
and secondly you would use a great deal of Constant-area - a loop is much better.

Well if we e get a house. we night as well use it — PATTERH(e)_eeII
The mouse is accessed with the label cllck. The interrogation ls carried out with the
REGION~command and the Parameter~Acceaa~Format : IF (REGION . . The Logo will
also be utilized to jump to the label and. The commends lF (Ito ata -- 0) and
INTERRUPT OFF are important for the mouse interrogation. The Main opp registers the

Mouse-Key twice during a 'cliclt' ~ the tiret time when you press the key and the second
time when you let the key go. This means that the relevant loop will be run twice if the
the moueedata is not accessed. INTERRUPT 0N and INTERRUPT OFF ensure that the
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interrogation doesn't happen in the wrong area. the interrupt will be shortly stopped, the

mouse access removed from the Mainloop and so an eventual movement ol the mouse

during the 'click“ action will be ignored. - Don't forget to re-activate the interrupt. As an

example remove the lollowing line in the label click :

IF (mousedata -- 0) THEN . . .

and the last ENDIF (before RETURN), start geoCorn and compile the program. Start the

completed program and watch the ditterence It

In our program we have inserted a Bytevariable (endllag) that records a successful

interrogation. ll you click anywhere. the X and Y Parameters are saved. the endtlag is

placed at 255 and a calculation is carried out to see whether X and Y are within the

allowed parameters. Take care that a comparison under geoCom always - - is ii A

Dialog-Box (here the STRNBOX) will be shown with the Fill-Pattern parameter.

And we've just got to have all lnfo.-Bleek . . . PATTERNuLcon
Well we all like to wave our own flag. and computer programmers are no exception, In

5508 program: there is usually an indication ol the author in the info-Block this is very

easy in geoCom and this is what we are going to do here. For this lunction we will need

to use the commend STRNBOX'text',‘text'.'text '. here we can enter 3 lines of Text

and let them be shown ~ the 0K Icon is already integrated it you 'click" on the OK icon

the program will return to the line alter the jump (like GOSUB in BASIC). In the Key~Code
access (label KEY) the interrogation to Key-Code C- i (Call Into) will have to be

integrated we come back to the Mainloop with the GDTO-RETURN-Loop, and the label

into must also be called up. Naturally you don't need to insert the Text that is due to be

shown in the STRNBOX beforehand, as in our example. You can pre-define the Text, like

most of the other Dialog-Boxes. either as a string or simply insert it :

STRNBOX 'IPattern Show version 1.o','lPIB tor GEOS 64ll125, 40

Chat (muss Deni: Doehler'

You can use the Text—style functions to emphasiIe the text.

Lets make a Hardcopy ol the screen v . .PATTERN(g)_eom
The most important thing is here the correct Key-Code. for printing this is usually C-P.

For graphics we will need the Variable—Area ROW 1920 BYTEVAR butter and now

640 BYTEVAR butter: the first section is for the Printer-Driver the second section

records the parameters tor a Graphic-Line (no x 80 points high). You can select your own

names (butter and butfer2) ours are just meant as an example, Now we go onto the label

print :

To start with we open a Dialog-Box and prepare the actual printing with PRINTINIT,

additionally the standard error-check must be inserted (the required Printer-Driver may

not be present and 6505 would (without the error-check) crash !) The error-check ioatat

must be included by all attempts to access a drive or the printer I Our example :

IF (ioetat -- 0) THEN

STARTPRINT . . . .

ELSE
ERROR

ENDIF

The relevant File no's. can be lound in Chapter—3 at the Handbook, analog to the

Error-No'e and your experience it is possible by a relevant Error-Code to switch to a

respective sup-routine. It no error appears the printer will prim, otherwise the Dialog-Box
ERROR will appear. Basically there are two forms of printing :

- Normal text printing with LPRINT
- Memory‘Print. a Memory-Area will be printed.
The Text-Print is similar to the Dratl—Print-Mcdue il‘l geoWrite. the characters are sent to

the printer and these are set on paper using the printer internal codes (Personal set-up

!Il). 0t course you can also send Printer-Specific-Commands, these must have the pre-lix
'I' and should be recognize by the printer. using this trick it is possible to set up your

printer from within the program.
The Memory-Area print command (and the screen print) already includes the

Graphic—Print-Commande.
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Odda and Ends . . . PATTERN(h)_eoIII and PATTERN-DEl0_eom
Normally our program has now been completed. but we would like to show you two
extras that you quickly lit in. The first example is the Clock-Display, it the clock should be
visible then it should be included in the Mainloop - SETVECTOR 8845b . . It is possible
to operate a screen saver without having first to install Ram-Process. But iirst the
Clock-Display, the current time can be read from the System~Variable date<3> to <5).
The display format can be seen clearly in the Source-Code. the following line is very
interesting :

RECTxpos. 105,316,196

The right hand portion after the Clock-Display has been erased. you have probably seen

that in TopDeek some dots remain behind the seconds display, this is because some

digits are thinner than others (1) We have avoided this problem try catching the
Text-Cursor alter it has written the seconds dlglt and defining its position (xpos), then the
rest of the line up to the right hand side is erased. The Clock-Display and the
Screen~Saver are built into the Mainloop. thus enabling the clock to be shown independent
oi the current program,
The Screen-Saver is nothing more than a digit-loop with a law parameters it has so been
constructed that two operations must be 'true" in order to switch the screen on or oil.
The first part oi the Screen-Saver starts with :

IF (((PEEK $39) (>0) A A

First. the mouse is interrogated - are you moving (PEEK $39) or is the NOW mouse

position (mousexlmousey) other than the memory position (oldmouaexloldmousey). If one

at the parameters are true. and only then, the program asks is the screen OFF (screenon
n 255). ii the screen is still OFF then the program will switch to the old
Operations-System, the screen will be activated (ON) and the variable screenon will be
set to 0. ii the screen is not switched o". the digit-loop will be returned to the whole

parameter (300) and return to the Mainloop. The section alter ELSE will be ignored.
it the mouse is not being moved. the program moves straight on to the section alter
ELSE. is the screen ON (first requirement), the counter (counterz) will be reduced by one.

it the counter is now 0 (second requirement) then the screen will be switched OFF This is
registered in the parameter ecreenon (=255) and the parameter from the present mouse

position oldnousealoldmausey registered. Ii the parameter counterz not 0. then the
present mouse position will be registered.
So as you see, very simple - but it works i You can alter the 'Switch-Time' by adjusting
the counterz in the line :

counter 2 = 300

it you adiust the value to 1000, then the 'Switch-Time‘ will take 3x longer. it you adjust
the value to 100 then the 'Switch—Time' will be accelerated by a lactor of 3.

A possibility would be to allow the user to adjust the 'Switch-Time" at the beginning of
the program with an input~Diaiog~Box. INPBOX.
Now we will move on to the other Demo. programs in the geoCom software packet.

1.9.2 SHOW FONT V1.4
SHOW FONT displays all the lame on the current disk. together with all the possible
styles and in all the point sizes that can be used in geoWrite. Using the program is very
simple : Copy SHOW FONT and at least one tont to a work disk. and start SHOW FONT
with the usual double click on the program icon, The program will start and show you a

file selection box where you can select the font you wish to see, the font will be loaded
and displayed in the smallest poeaible point size, on the right hand side you can see a

selector for the various iont styles. It you click on the style selector. or enter one oi the

geoWrite style Key-Codes. then the torn will be displayed in the respective lont style.
Using the arrows. below right. (or the cursor keys) it is possible to change the size of the
tent - only as far as the font allows. Please bear in mind that SHOW FONT can only show
font sizes that can be used by geoWrita, SHOW FONT can display LO- and LW- tonta.
SHOW FONT cannot display the Mega-Fonts from geoPublieh.
You can exit SHOW FONT with the Key-Code C- 0.
SHOW FONT shows a method of programing under GEOS without using a lot at menu
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bars. malts a printout ol the Source-Code ‘and place this in your geoCom Handbook as an

appendix. this enables you to use the text as a help when looking lor your own mistakes I

1.9.3 SYSTEM-INFO
SYSTEM-INFO is an application that shows you a lot of inlormation lrom the Gees-Memory
- Eg. Series No. and Screen Modus. Vou can have a look at the Source-Code to see how

to access the various system areas. you can use the various sections for your own

programs
- the majority of programmers will never use all the routines but it‘s nice to

have them for the day when
SYSTEM-INFO is started with the usual double click on the program icon. the program will

start — the current Fili-Pattern will be accessed and shown. a logo will appear and in the

top right hand corner the System lnlo‘s will be shown. All the (four possible) current drives

will be displayed. the drive type and their current disks. OI course it takes a few seconds

to access all this information. the mouse pointer below right is a graphic and cannot be

moved - the program can only be exited with the Key-Code C- 0.

WARNING : You must place Iormatted disks. in the system drives belore starting
SYSTEM-INFO ! !
Make a printout of the Source-Code and place this in your geoCom Handbook as an

appendix. this enables you to use the text as a help when looking lor your own mistakes I

1.14 Geo-SD

Using this program it is possible. lor the iirst time in Geos 64(128. to display a

3-dimensional obiect on the screen. GeoCom contains the relevant mathematical

commands which make this function accessible. The parameters that can be accessed

are:

The tollowlng Key~Codes can be accessed :

C: 0 Quit
C= D Display
C: I Info.Box
C- H Simulated help screen.

<- Switch between 40/50 character screen (only Geos 128)
C: P Enter Points

Cs V Enter connecting lines

CRSR-Kays UP-DOWN - Text-Cursor control
RETURN = Allirm Text Input

Using the mouse it is possible to directly access the various menu options. Alter entering
a parameter you must click on 'Show‘. your mistakes will not be corrected by the

program
- therelore it you make a really good error then the whole system could crash :

ZONK l t

The principle behind Geo-3) is really very simple. to begin with you a point, the

parameters so and yo are directly tied into this point. You now enter new points that

move further away from the first point - in the X. Y. and Z directions. as 'Distanee‘ a

parameter of 1 mm is advised. you can increase the dillsrence with scale option.
Recommended parameters tor the scale option are : o. 0.5. 1. and 2

Finally enter which points should be connected to one another. there is no requirement lor

all the points to be connected. have a look at the example parameters I

Geo-SD is meant as a think-tank for all Geoe programmers I We hope that we have given
you a new idea I

The Source-Code includes a method that shows you how to run the mouse and keyboard
parallel. Make a printout at the Source—Code and place this in your geoCom Handbook as

an appendix. this enables you to use the text as a help when looking for your own

mistakes I

1.5.5 SID-Demo's
The SID-Demo‘s show a programming possibility tor creating sounds by accessing the SID.

Important :

There are no special commands to create noises. music or sounds the program accesses

the original Commodore internal system using the will known POKE and PEEK commands.

You must inform geoCom with the commands lNlTIO and DONIO that you are accessing
the Commodore system.
The interrupt is stopped during the access. the mouse and the keyboard cannot be
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accessed (WAITL The accessing of the SID Is just like in BASlC V20 or V7.0, and is also

displayed by PATTERN SHOW in the Screen-Saver. This is really only a function for

programming professionals !

Make a printout of the Source-Code and place this in your geoCom Handbook as an

appendix, this enables you to use the text as a help when looking for your own mistakes !

Rom-moor tho domo'o or. exactly thot : DEMONSTRATIONS, they have not

been consequently carried through to the last possible programming trick.
more are still mistakes in m- programs

- tulse pl ours. incorrect tables

ate. We only want to show you some of the ponib two when progrunining
with geoCoIn. We are planning to issue a disk. with complete demo's. it you
want to help us with this proiect, we will be glod to hell from you

- we may
even poy you tar your complotld liniohod gooCom mootupiocoo ! Our contact

address :

Denis Doehler
Gorkistr. 13

04347 Leipzig
Germany
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2. Command-. General Information

Command and lunctione are always written in CAPITAL LETTERS and their relative

variable's. Labels and object-name's are always written in W GeoCom

commands can also be used as definitions. the difference between a definition and a

command is indicated by the case-syntax. Have a look at chapter 212 for a list at

prepared variable names, A named~delinition must always begin with a letter and may
have a maximum length cl 15 characters (lower oaae). after the liret character you may
enter Iettere (alphabetic) or digite (numeric), comments (in BASIC : REM) are indicated by
the character

‘

(the comments will later be ignored durlng the compillng proceae).
The lollowing parameters can be hanged on the command: :

byte - Variable or Constant -?arameter o - 255 (soc-ell). 1 Byte
- E9: 199. i .x1 , page . Ioad_:l

integer - V ble or Conetant - parameter 0 - 65535 (:oo-smt). 2 Byte
- Eg: 319. h , y2 . page. whole_1

real - Varlable or Constant, 5 Byte
- Eg: 10.5 . teat . teet_5

string - Variable I Constant with Text. this Text must be in lnverted
Com as. 1 Byte larger an the text

- Eg: t'

name - as string. the name ol a file will be awaited
- £9: ”Date”

text - as string. the 'texl-contente' will be displayed
- Ea: 'Pleaee insert Disk l‘

label - Label name in the Source-Code (lower one)
- 69: start. click

Iile - File-variable lor every date-interrogation. Delined with FILEYAH.

The command OPEN dellnes the respectlve llle.
— Eg: Iile

object - Parameter lor Obiect. Sprite, Menu-bar, Bitmap-graphic, icon.

Dialog-ho 2.. Delined with ObiectEdit.
memory eddreea - A veriabl draea. Label name within the

geoCoin-Variable-Memory
byterow - Data sequence wlthin the VarlabIe-Memory
Introw - Data sequence within the Variable-Memory
realrow - Data sequence within the Variable-Memory
atrrow - Data ea within the arlabe M mory
data aequence - Data sequence. important lor Machine-Code

A lew tipe Ior beginner‘s, and proli‘a lor 'clean' programming :

1. Avoid jumping around to much within a program. il you program to many sub-routinee
thia will deatroy any advent that you may have planned. apart from this the

program will become to complicated,
2 Try to write ehort. clear program sections and save theee lor later progreme in a Text

Eg. Change Dish. Call Printer. Check Keys etc.

a You can of courae add comments to a program but it ie eaey to over do it ! You will

probably lind that after a law weeke the only way to understand a Source-Code is to

re d it Irom beginning to and. Your commenta a a ignored by the Compiler.
4, U ebvioue namee (or variablaa. The variable quantity tella you a lot more than

:2 eat!

5. Uee obvious names for label names, You will have a much better overview when you
uee labels like : and, key, calcu_1 etc instead 01 : ter2ert. germs. dergitez

6. Functions that are olten repeated E9. updating the screen (alter a eub-Dialog—Box) or

calculations are beet represented with loope, You have a number at possibilities Ior

building and activating loope : REPEAT. . . . UNTIL , WHILE. , . LOOP and IF. . . THEN

. . . . ELSE.
7. Use all the advantages and snortcute that geowrite ollere you.
a Talte advantage ol the text formatting and the various text etylee.
9. Talte care with the various mathematical specialities I a - (n I). must be written in

An equals character --- meane gn. Two equale characters '=-' is a

camper Ill.

10. Normal increment: or diminutione of ONE can be dealt with teeter ueing the commands

INC and DEC.
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11. It the ame calculation has to be carried out a number at times. then define a LABEL

tor the lculation and jump to the label when the calculation is required.
12 betore you even start to write the Source-Code. what should this program do - how

should it get there !

13 Make a not at all the basic lunctions betorehand on paper :

1. Screen display . . . 2 Key interrogations . . . 3 Branches o" to where . . .

14. Numerical equations. addresses and variables that appear olten should be integrated
in loop calculations.

15. Variable that are olten used should be delined belore others that are used less

often. They well be read earlier and the whole memory doesn‘t need to to be

accessed. this makes the compilation much faster.

:01 Variable Requirements
Variables are names for memory positions. These memory positions can be filled with a

particular parameter. E9. with a number (global parameter). It is also possible to change
the parameter during the course at a calculation, and then to redeline the variable with

the changed parameter (local parameter). The basic knowledge : what are Integers and

Constanta. will not be described here - this is common knowledge and can be researched.
- Negative real numbers are defined in geoCom in brackets : (-2.01)
- The decimal is shown with a stop and not with commata : (201)
- Real numbers require 5 Bytes of memory (4 Bytes 4 pro-character)
- integers require 2 Bytes oi memory
- Byte numbers require 1 Byte of memory
- String variables require as many Bytes ol memory as characters. plus an end—character.

7.02 Pro lact Variables

Generally ariable can have any name. Including geocom commands. To simpllty
matters and to avoid very complicated memory interrogations it is usual practice to

define the parameter of a variable as it's name. this then means that certain variables

will be pro-defined. Please don't re-deline the following variable names with your own

parameters in a program. In additlon to the here pro-defined gaoCom variables there are

the up-load geoCom variables that can be seen in chapter 203. these variables are not

otten used and it required can be called up with the command ‘lNCLUDE dellnltlons.exs‘

which must (it required) be inserted in the Declarations-Section oi your Source»Code
- The

oeoWrite doc. 'delinitionsEXE' must be on the same disk. geoCom variables lrom this

docu. can be. it not required. be erased - only from a copy at the docu.. never train the

original I An explanations text is also provided : ‘detinitlonseer'. The geoCom variables

trom chapter 202 are always available. the geoCom variables lrorn chapter 203 are only
available alter they have been tled in during the compilation.

WW
backbyte geoCola—inlarnal
Gives the quantity ol not occupied Data-Elements at the command FCLASS.

backward neonate—Internal
Receives the address at the last-read Bytes at the command :

READti|e.etertaddrees.size.

boottlag tirstboet eases
Alter booting (icon the parameter ol the variable is - S" (255) otherwise $00 (0).

ca-ptlag c125lag some

Diaplays the computer type : conpflag - 880. it is a C128; :00. it is a C64.

(Using this variable it is possible to let the program switch the screen modus

automatically.)

curdrive curDrlve sues
Receives the machine No. of the current drive as variable. No's, a - 11 are allowed.

datedbto data<5> year
- second 8051s

Receives the parameter of the current Date/Time. The individual parameters are :

date<o>-Vear data< 1,-Month dats<b-Day
date<3>-Hour(24h) da e<b-Minute date<5>-Second
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dbatat DBetat

-

geoCol—imernal
Receives after leaving a Dialog-Box the No. of the art-clicked icon. The lollowing

parameters are Itandard, they can be changed in your own sell made Dialog-Bones) :

1 - OK 2 n CANCEL 3 - YES 4 - NO

5 - OPEN 6 - DlSK 13 - RETURN

direntry dirEntryBul 85406804”
30 character large variable with the content: at the File-Data-Block oi the current lile. Eg.:
d ntry<o> - CBM-Typee
d entry<22>- Geoe-File type
dirantry<23 - Year at the last update
This will be updated when you. with the commands FINDFILE. OPEN access a tile and a

read error ie not shown.

docnane dalaFllenane geoCon—Internal
Receives the name 01 a Data-File * 1 zero byte. 59. You double click a geoWrite docu..

geoWrite will be loaded liret and docname receives the name at the docu. that you

clicked so that that the docu. can be loaded alter geoWrite.

drtype<a>-<11> drivetyp scene-sum

Drive~type. drtype<a>to to drtype<tt> supply a byte—variable with the lollowing
parameters :

Bit 0- 5 = 0 I no drive 1 - 1541. $541 C. 1541“
2 I 1571 3 I 1581

Bit 8 1 - shadowed drive

Bit 7 1 - REU-drive Bit 6 and 7 never together !

geocota gaeCon-internal
Receives the current Versions-No. of geoCom.

icentlag iconSelFIag 38455
Is iconllag - 64. then an icon should be inverted after being ‘clicked'.
ls icontlag = ‘IZI. then an Icon should blink alter being 'cllcked'.

Other parameters will not be accepted.

ioatat geoCon-internal
Receives during Disk. acceeeing in the completed program the Dick-Error No. . this can

then be used to check errors,

Normal parameter - $00 (no error l)

tault teultData subs
It you have reduced the mouee movement-availebllity with the commend nouaeLett . ..

then lault will tell you whether the mouse pointer has ‘hit‘ the allowed border. The

variable lautt will also be accessed when you leave the current menu. Parameters :

Blt 7 - 1. when the mouse pointer hlte the upper edge at the allowed area.

Bit 6 - 1. when the mouse pointer hits the lower edge at the allowed area.

Bit 5 - 1. when the mouse pointer hit: the lelt hand edge at the allowed area.

Bit 4 - 1. when the mouse pointer hits the right hand edge ol the allowed erea.

Bit 3 - 1, when the mouae pointer is no longer in the current menu.

layt‘llll keyDIll 80504

Receives the ASCII parameter at the last-pressed key.

menu taenuflumher SW7
Receivee the No. of the current menu. the liret menu option hae the parameter zero (a).

nenunula- geoCol-Inlernal
Rec ivee the No. ol the menu option that has been clicked. This must be read as the first

item in the Menufioutine.

mouaadata raoueeD-ta 80505
Receives the parameter 255 (8"), when the Fire-Button ie preaaed. otherwise the

parameter is zero (a).
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mounex moun-xPoe

>

Sultan-8005b

Integer parameter, x-coordinate ol the mouse poaition.

Ioucoy moueeyPoa sooac

Byte parameter. y-coordinate ol the mouse poaition.

nation nationally 3:010

Nation-narameter. 301 tor German version. 300 for US version,

nu-drivu geoCom-internal
No. of system drives (1-4).

powd- geoCom-internal
Important tor LINE or POINTt ls pnade - 0 - aet dot, is pnodo - 1 - eraae dot.

le pnodo - 255 will copy a area from the background to the foreground. here must

acrbut - 192i

ranllag ayaRInIFlg 358:4
Ie required when a REU (Bank 0) ie to be acceeeed by the Gene-Kernel.

Bi! 7 - 30000376" the MOVEData-fioutine is to be used for memory acceee

Bi! 6 - 58300-3le receives the drlve—drlver (Drlve A - C)
Bit 5 = $790047dtf will be loaded with the area 36400-385”. when Geos is exited to

BASIC.
Bit 4 - Shoo-8B2" and SbSOD-Slcsf are required tor Ra-haoting.

ecrhul dienBufierOn
This is for graphic and text The variable has the parameter :

120. only write in the foreground; 64 only write in the background; 192 write in both

lore- and background.

ocreol ecrooneelcun $85 I-

la the parameter tor the current fore- and background colour.

ecrtlag geoCon-internal
Displays the current screen modua :

0 - 40 Characters, 12! = 30 Characters

atringx etringX sub-
Receives as an Integer-No. the X-coordlnate at the character-width ot a character-chum.

stringy ItringY Slko
Receive: an Byte-No, the V-coordinate of the character-height at a character-chain.

style geoCem-internal
Delinea the text-style lor text.

Bit 3 - Outllno Bit 4 - italic Bit 5 - inverted

Bit 6 - Bold Bit 7 = Underline.

nynflag e 129Flag geoCom—intarnal
Receive: the computer type 1

Parameter - 128 it is a C125. at n It is a (:54.

ayereg 85000 geoColI-internal
Together with CALLSVS delinea a data-sequence (integer) lor the system-register.

vernlon Scoot
Defines the Geos—Versiona-Nor :

812 - Version 1.2 :13 - Version 13 820 - Version 20

205 Loading Variables Frol- Dink.

Alter the definition and the addreea lollowe the geoCom variable name. Vou only need to

use the variable no. The available name-memory reduces to 100 alter tying in these

detinitione.
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External Definition. Version 1.0 - Copyright‘1993Fell: Rehwegen
"‘

geoCnm-internel Variables
“'

INTVAR AT some. xpoe Verieble: xpoe
Receives the current screen cursor position (it-parameter).

BVTEVAR AT 80402; ypoe Verieble: ypee
Receives the current screen cursor position (y-peremeter).

BYTEVAR AT $0403; pettern Verieble: pattern
Receives the current pattern No.

BYTEVAR AT 80407; hen-tel Verieble: henetet

Receives the current drive No. of the enrrent BAM (O-no BAM).

BYTEVAR AT 804m; printtleg Ve ieble: printfleg
Is the Variebie<>0, then the printer-driver is act , special screen modus !

ROW 4 BYTEVAR AT 804M; numfil e V: ble: nu-filee
Gives the no. at open files in the current drive (insert a - tt)

BVTEVAR AT 80406; docfleg Variable: doctleg
Is the Variable<>ot then a docu. should be opened at START; il Bit7 - 1 then print dooui

'“

GEOS—internal Verieblee
"'

BVTEVAR AT :30: moueefleg Variable: lloueelleg
This Variable has the parameter : 123 when the mouse<pointer is visible ;

64 when die menus are available: 32 when the icons are available,
Combinations are poeeihle, E9. 96, when menus and Icons ere eveileble.

BYTEVAR AT 859. preeelleg Veriehle: preeetleg
This Variable has the parameter : 12! when a 'new' key is pressed:
64 when the input device is moved ; 32 when the tire button is pressed
(Combination = sum of the individual parameters)

BVTEVAR AT 833: win_top VI ble: win_lep
lo the parameter for the upper edge of e Text-Box.

BYTEVAB AT 334: win_botteln Ve 'eble: win_bettoei
Is the parameter tor the lower edge of a Text-

INTVAR AT 835; win_lefl Ve e: Irin_lelt
Is the parameter lor the Ieit hand edge of a Tut-Box.

INTVAR AT 831; win_right Verie e: win_right
la the parameter tor the right hand edge at a Text- ox.

BVTEVAR AT some; eelection Veriehle: selection

Blink epeed tor menus and icons

Stenderd: 10

BYTEVAR AT SIIIM; elphelleg Varieble: elnhefleg
Says whether the text cursor visible is. this then Influences the cursor blink~speed :

Bit7-t Cureor ie blinking; Bits-1 Cureor is now on; Bito—B Blink—epeed

BYTEVAH AT some; llultdlll Vlrllblo: flulldall

Says whether the mouse-pointer has 'hit' the pre—inetelledborder, or it the mouse-pointer
has left the current menu. Parameters :

Bit7-1 top, Bit6=1 bottom, Bit5=t leltt BiM-l right. Bit3-1 outside

BYTEVAR AT Suite; nouee_top Verieble: mouee_lop
Delines in a mouse-window, the upper border.
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BVTEVAR AT Sa4b9: noun-Jenner.
-

Variable: mouae_bottem
Delines in e mouse-window, the lower border.

INTVAR AT Se‘ba; mouaa_latt Variable: mouse_lal|
Defines in a mouse-window. the Iett hand border.

INTVAB AT Sluts: mouae_right Variable: meuea_right
Delinee in a mouae-window. the right hand border.

ROW 63 INTVAR AT 854:1: mousepic Varia
'

mousepic
Mouse-pointer in sprite format.

BVTEVAR AT 88501: max_apaed Variable: max_apaod
Ie the maximum mouse apeod.

BVTEVAR AT 3650: min_apeed Variable: min_speed
Is the minimum mouse speed.

BVTEVAR AT 3550:: accal Variable: aeeal

ls the mouse acceleration parameter.

BVTEVAR AT 35506; inputdata Variable: inputdata
Gives the direction at movement :

0- right. 1- right -

up, 2- up. 3: left -

up. 4: lelt

5- left - down, 6- down, 7- right A down.

INTVAB AT sason; random Variable: random

integer parameter, lucky no, ls set lrorn new with each interrupt.

BVTEVAR AT 3351:; alarm Variable: alarm
It fit has been set. then the alarm is active.

7.1 Programming-Command:
21.1 BASIC — Oriented Commands

ADD stringbyte
This commands enables an ASC-ll code character (byte) to be added to the and ot a

character—chain (string) It the maximum length oi the string has already been achieved,
then the additional character will be ignored.
Egg stringu‘Hello' : ADD string.“ : PRINT string : displays a 'HelloA‘.

ADR byte (integer)
This operator shows the address (integer) ol the variable (byte) in the main memory,

59.: integer=(ADRbyte) : the integer receives the memory address of the byte.

ADR integer (integer)
This operator shows the address (integer) of the first byte oi the variable (integer) in the
main memory.

ADE real (integer)
This operator shows the address (Integer) ot the lirst byte of the variable (real) in the

main memory.

ADR string (integer)
This operator shows the address (integer) oi the lirst character of the variable (string) in

the main memory.

ADR label (integer)
This operator shows the address (integer) ol the first memory-position, that the address
at the iump-table (label) receives in the main memory.

ADH file (integer)
This operator shows the address (integer) of the tirst byte ol the data~segment (integer)
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lor tiles (file) in the main memory.

‘

ADR object (Integer)
This operator shows the address (integer) of the first byte ol the obiect (obiect) in the

main memory

ADR byterow (integer)
This operator shows the address (integer) ol the first byte of the first element of the

date-sequence (byterow) in the main memory.
Eg.: integer=(ADR byterow) : The integer receives alter accessing the memory-address ol

the first data-element at 'byterow".

ADR introw (integer)
This operator shows the address (integer) of the first byte of the first detarelement of

the data-sequence (introw) in the main memory.

ADRreelrow (integer)
This operator shows the address (integer) of the first byte of the first date-element of

the data-sequence (reelrow) in the main memory.

ADR stringrow (integer)
This operator shows the address (integer) of the first character of the first data-element
ol the data-sequence (stringrow) in the main memory

ASC stringbytet (bytez)
This operator shows the ASCII-Code (hyteZ) of the character bytet (positions.no.) lrom

the character-chain string as byte-variable. The no. at the first character is zero (0)
Eg : test=(ASC'Begin',0) : Gives the first parameter = 66

BYTE AT integer (byte)
This operator gives the sum (byte) ol the contents of a memory-position at a particular
address (integer). This operator can also be defined with a definite parameter so that a

byte can be saved.

Eg.: (BYTE AT $5000) - to : This command defines at the memory-position the decimal

parameter to.

BVTEROVI AT integer (byterow)
This operator acts as a simulation for a declared detrsequence (byterew) lrom a

deflned memory-position (integer) and can theretore be used as a reserve.

Eg.: ((BVTEROW AT :5000)<5>) - 10 : This command defines in the date-element no.5,
which is the data-sequence starting at memory-position 35000. the parameter to.

BYTE real (byte)
This operator converts a reel-no. (real) into the byte-format and returns the sum (byte). If

the no. that Is to be converted. outside the the permitted parameters (0-255) than a

error-parameter will be given !

CHR byte (string)
This operator shows a character-chain (string) that contains a character whose ASCII

-Code is given as parameter (byte).
Eg.: text-('Hello"-(CHR65)) : After the command the text is 'HelloA'.

DEC byte
Reduces the parameter at the variable byte by a factor of one. ll the variable had the

parameter zero (0) then it will re ve. alter the command. the parameter 255i

Eg.: test=10 : DEC test : test - 9.

DEC integer
Reduces the parameter at the variable integer by a factor of one. If the variable had the

parameter zero (a) then it will receive. after the command. the parameter 65535.

Eg.: test-1025 : DEC test : teat - 1024i
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END

The end character at a program. The screen will be eraeed. the program exited and you
return to the DeekTop. therelore all previously opened files must be closed, time will
search for the DeekTop on the drives A and B. and when lound - load it.

GET byte
Thia command gate a character lrom the keyboard, The keyboard will be interrogated. it
no key is preaeed then byte - o !

GOSUB label
This command instructs the program to jump to the label label. It is a sub-program that
can in turn be d with the command RETURN. it only the label>name i given. then this
will be interpr ed as the command GOSUB label.

Eg.: GOSUB key : iumpe to the label key.

GOTO label
This command instructs the program to iump to the label label, - there is no command
lor the return jump,

NEXSTR byte
This command converts the variable byte in a HexDec no. and gives the sum on to a

character-chain. E9; Number = (HEXSTR 10) : number is then 'Da'.

HEXSTR integer
This command converts the variable integer in a HexDec no. and gives the cum on to a

character-chain.

E9; Number - (HEXSTR 10) : number la then ‘m‘.

HIGH integer
This function gives the high-parameter ot the variable integer as a byte-variable.
The opposite pole to this command is LOW.

INC byte
Increasee the parameter of the variable byte by the Iactor one (1), II the variable had
the parameter 255 then alter the command the variable will have the parameter 0.

E9; test-10 : INC teat : test -> 11.

MC integer
Increases the parameter of the varlable Integer by the factor one (1). it the variable had

the parameter 65535 then after the command the variable will have the parameter 0.

Egg test-1024 : INC test : test -> 1025.

INPUT atring
Thia command reade the character—chain string ! It the string has been previously
detined. then the string will be displayed and the text-cursor appears at the end at the

string (which can now be edited) press RETURN to conlirm the string.

INPUT text,string
This command displays the character-chain text and waits lor the confirmation of the

character-chain airing : RETURN.

INT byte
The variable byte is converted to an integer-variable.
Eg.: integer - (INT 10) : integer - 10

INT real

The variable real ls converted to an Integer-variable.
Eg; integer - (INT 10.5) : integer - 10

INT byta,byta 1

The variableo byte (LOW-parameter) and byla1 (HIGH-parameter) are combined to a

integer-variable. Eg. for addresses.

Eg; teet-(lNTbyte.bytet)
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INT AT integer (integer)
Thia operator gives the sum (integer) ol the contents of a memory-position with a given
address (Integer).

INTROW AT integer (introw)
This operator is used as a simulation of a declared data-aaquence (introw) from a

defined memory-address (intageri and be used ae a reserve,

Eg.: ((INTROW AT $5000)<10>) - 1024 : This command deiinee in the date-element no.10,
which is the data-sequence starting at memory-position 35000, the parameter 1024.

LEFT stringbyte
,This command takes from the character-chain etring - Irom left (the beginning) - the
atanding (byte) character and givae the sum as string.
Eg.: text - 'Teat' : texti - (LEFT text,0) : textt = 'T".

LEN string
This function calculates the no. of characters in the character-chain string and gives the
sum as byte-variable.
Eg.: x-(LENetring) : x -> 6

LOW integer
This function defines as byte~variahle the LOW—parameterof the variable integer.
The opposite pole is HIGH.

MID string,byte.byta1
This command removes from the charactervchain string from the position byte the no. at
byte 1-characters and gives them as character-chain.

PLEN string
Calculates the length of the character-chain string in graphic-screen»points and gives the
sum as an integer-parameter. This is uselul Ior tormatted displays.
Eg.: teat - (PLEN'contente')

PRINT string
This command gives the string. le.. diaplaya the string on the screen. It a 'window' has
been delined betorehand. than the display will appear within the 'window'. The display
will be ended with screen-CR. the text—cursor can be pro-defined for text entry with the
command SETPOS. . within the screen (window). The command 1 string Iunctiona in the
same way, Using this commando structure It is possible to show various text-styles, the

text-style will be announced with the character I, the tallowing parameters are allowed :

IP - normal [5 - bald ll - Ira/7c IO - outllna IU - underlined
The display of the command-characters in HexDec. lormat is therefore poaaihla.
Eg. Ieo displays the Commodore (6-) character on the screen. It a tore-alaeh (I) (Shift-7)
is wanted, then 2 slashes must be written into the command, otherwise the program will
be waiting tor a style change :

'

I I'.

PRINT string:
Has a similar function to the command PRINT. here the text-cursor romaine behind the

string in the same line. There is no screen-CR. The command 7 etring hes the lame

function.

PUT byte
Diaplays on the screen the A50“ character byte. the command characters are allowed.

PUTDEC integarbyta
Diaplaya an the screen a laater number (Integer). this doesn‘t need to be tlrat converted
to character—chain. byte has the following lunctlon :

Set Bit 7 - the display is tied to the LH border, otherwise RH.
Set Bit 6 a without zero (0) display, otherwiaa 5 digits with a zero (0) prefix when
required.
Bit 0 - 5 - width of the required diapley-Iield. it the display is tied to the RH border

(Bin-0)
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HEAL byte
Converts the variable byte to a real-no.

Eg.: byte-10 : real-(REALbyte) : real=1o.

REAL integer
Converts the variable integer to a real—no

Eg.: integer-1024: reel-(REALinteger) : reel-1024,

HEAL string
Converts the variable string to a real-no

Eg; string-'10‘: real-(REALstring) 2 real - 10

REAL AT integer (reel)
This ousrator gives as sum (real) the contents at a memory-position of a particular
address (integer).

REALROVI AT integer (realrow)
This operator acts as a simulation for a declared data-sequence (realrow) from a

pro-defined memory-position (integer) and can be used as a reserve.

RETURN
This command jumps lrom a sub-program. that has been previously called with the
GOSUB label. back to the position behind the command GOSUB.

RIGHT string,byte
This command takes lrom the character-chain etring - lrorn right (the end) - the standing
(byte) character and gives the sum as string.
Eg: text - 'Test' : textt - (RIGHT text, 1) : textt =

"

t ".

SETHIGH integerbyte
Converts the as integer existing high-value-byte in byte.

SETLOVI integer.byte
Converts the as integer existing low-value-byte in byte.

sm byte
This function converts a byte~no. in a string.
Eg.: string = (STRSB) : string - '95'.

STE integer
This function converts an integer-no. in a string.
Eg.: string - (STRQB) : string : “98".

STH real

This function converts a real—no. in a string,
59.: string = (STFHO.94) : string = '1034'

STR byte AT integer
Converts a byte-long character-chain irom address integer to a string. byte is the no.

of characters and integer the start-address.

59.: test s (STR 16 AT $3465 ) gives the current PrintehName.

STRROW byte AT integer (strrow)
This operator serves as I simulation at a declared data—sequence (strrow) from a

defined memory-poeition (integer) and can be used an a reserve. byte is here the length
of the character-chain.

VAL string
Converts a string in a real-variable. VAL is the opposite function to STR. Letters and

special-characters lead to errors.

Eg; string - "123' : reel - (VALstring) : real - 12:1
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WAIT byte
Waiting-loop. controlled by the interrupt. The interrupt in activated every 1I50 eec. The
parameter 5|) - 1 see, it the interrupt is in-ective then WAIT doesn't lunction !

21.2 Program - Loop com-ands
One of the most serious deh ciee when programming in BASIC to th there ien't a

command that allowa e etructured flow In complex programe. The comma de GOTO and
GOSUB make a program complicated and dilluee. When programming with geoCom you
Ihould try and place large. complex progretn'e in a number at indlviduel modules. not

withstanding the following commands and loop delinitione ehould he Ieirly useful I

IF . _ .

The command IF ie very wide-reaching, it can be ueed Ior many Iunctione,

IF ..... ENDIF

ls IF true. then everything between IF and ENDIF will be carried out.

Eg. IF ()1 "10) : e - 2: GOTO end : ENDIF -> when y - to. then e - 2 and goes to end.
ENDIF must be at end I

IF ..... GOSUB label

ls IF true. then the program will iump to the sub-program label.

IF . , . . : GOTO label
ls IF true. then the program wlll go to the label label.

IF....:THEN..:ENDIF
Is the parameter to IF true, then the command to go to THEII will lollow. Everything
between THEN and ENDIF will be carried out.

IF.... TNEN.... ELSE....EHDIF

la the parameter IF true, then the command to go to THEN will follow. Otherwise the
command ELSE . . . will be carried out. The Iunction can be compared to IF..THEN.. but
thia time you have the un~true option.

This IF . . loop format is used often.

Eg. Keyboard interrogatione : IF (keydata -- 8| 1) GOTO and

or by mouse interrogations (area-interrogation) : IF (REGION10.1°0.100.200) :

1-003) : ENDIF

According to the individual situation it is possible to select the relevant Ioop-lormat. Take
care that with Eg. Keyboard-interrogations. that the interrogation should be as ehort ae

poeeible, belore the return to the Mainloop - otherwiee the program will appear to run

slowly.

REPEAT . . . . UNTIL
This loop (REPEAT) will repeat: itself until the required parameter (UNTIL) is achieved. It
is I similar loop to FOR . . . NEXT. The loop will be leIt when the required parameter
hae been affirmed. It ie possible to me the section UNTIL aeperately, this would then be
a waiting-loop that would remain active until the required parameter is allirmod.

59.: REPEAT : a -(a +1) : UNTIL (a> 71)

WHILE . . . .LOOP
This loop will repeat: itaelt until the required parameter is declared un-true. It is a eimiler

loop to FOR . . . NEXT It in possible to use the aeotion LOOP ee arately. thin
wouldthen be a waiting-loop that would remain active until the required parameter is

declared un-true.

Egg WHILE(x-101) : x -(x~ t) : LOOP, The loop will be lett at parameter 101.

Due to technical requirements there are no FOR NEXT<commande within the geoCom-
command-area. A FOR..TO..Nexl-loop can be e Ily eat up with a REPEAT..UNTlL-Ioop.
The variable counter, the otart-counter-variable begin the end parameter end and the
increment-variable atep should all be defined as an integer-variables.
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The start-counter parameter is the number before To. and the end-parameter is the

number alter TO. STEP is. when not defined - 1.

The loop is then : counter - begin
REPEAT : tollowed by the relevant commands (Eg. POKE..)
counter - (counter + step) : UNTIL counter >- end

As a comparison :

FOR begin TO and STEP atep : lollowed by the commands : NEXT

Generally : is the so—called counter 1 that is x-(xn). ie. -1. then can optionally mm or

DECx be used. This is laster and saves memory space.

Ed. : counter-0: REPEAT : lNCcounter : UNTILlcounters-mO)

2.2. Program - Structure Commanda

2.21 Source-Code - Parameter-Commands

Program structure commands are important tor the compilation. geoCom uses the

inlormation contained within these commands for memory assignment. the into-Block and

for defining labels and variables. A total pl 127 label commands may be defined. this

includes in multiple section programs the Global- and other, individual modules.

AUTHOR name

Must be included in the Definitions-Section. The name is entered as a strlng, the string

may be up to 20 characters long - a string that is to long will be cut short ! If the

name-string is not entered. the standard parameter 'Fallt Rehwagen' will be used.

Eg.: AUTHOR'Denis Doehler'

BVTEVAH byte
Must be included In the Declarations-Section. This command is used to detlne the

variable-names. All the byte-variables must be entered here. A maximum at 16

byte-variables can be entered behind one. BYTEVAR command.

Eg.: BYTEVARab,numb.test,xa.xc,xe

CLASS name

Must be Included in the Definitions-Section. The tile-class at the program must be

entered in this string, the string may be up to 16 characters long, - a string that is to

long will be cut short i usually the lirst 12 characters are used lor the program name.

the characters 13-16 are then used lor the versions-no. It the name-string is not

entered. the Source-Code-ext name will be defined as the class !!

Eg.: CLASS'Pattern Show V1.0'

CODE integerjntegerl
Must be included in the Definitions-Section. This command is used to define the "from -

to" memory-area lor the CodavArea, it you don't apply a definite set of parameters
then gaoCom will deline the standard parameters
Eg.: CODE32500§4200 (defines the memory<araa : $2800 to $4200).

COHST lnteger.integer1
Must be included in the Definitions-Section. This command is used to define the ”tram -

to" memory-area for the constant—parameters. it you don't apply a definite set of

parameters than geoCom will define the standard parameters. Max. parameter is

35000!

Eg; CONTHOOOJASOD (delines the memory-area : $4000 to 34900 as

Conetant~Parameter-Memory-Area).

FILETVP byte
Muat be included in the Definition-Section. This command is need to define the

file-type. (according to the gees-Standard). whether application - 6 or auto-exec = 14.

It you don't include this command. then gedCom sets the standard parameter

application.
Eu; FlLETYP 6

IHTVAR integer
Must be included in the Definitions-Section. This command is used to deline the

required integer names. All the integer-variables must be entered here. A maximum of
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16 byte-variables can be entered behind one INTVAR command.

E9; lNTVARxbatdmZ

LABEL label
Must be included in the Declarations-Section. This command is used to define the

required label names. All the label-names must be entered here. A maximum of 16

label-names can be entered behind an; LABEL commend.

ng. LABELend,begin,loop,key

NAME name

Must be included in the Definitions-Section. Thie string is used to define the name at

the program which is to be created. The string may be up to 16 characters long.
Eg.: NAME "Pattern Show”

OBJECT name

Must be included in the Declarations-Section. This commend ties in the in the OBJFILE

incarcerated graphics, bitmaps etc. The name is the in ObiectEdit defined label-name

OBJFILE object
Must be included in the Declarations‘Section, This commend ties in during the

compilation the, with ObjectEdlt. crealed cbiecla. The string Is the name at the

selt-created Obiect-file and may be a maximum of 16 characters long.

REALVAR real

Must be included in the Declarations-Section. Thia command is used to define the

required real-numbervariables names. All the real-numbar-variables must be entered

here. A maximum at 16 real-number-variables can be entered behind m REALVAR
command.

E9; REALVARwa3.wA

STARTFLAG byte
Must be included in the Definitions-Section. This command is used to set the

screenrmodus in Geos 128. The lollowing parameters are permitted :

$00 - only 40 Characters 340 - 40 and E0 Characters

$50 - can only run under Gees 64 Sea a only 50 Characters

STRLEN byte
Delines the maximum length of character-chains. that can be read, carried over.

calculated or otherwise not be pre-detined by the user. if you do not dellne this

command. then geoCom will eat a standard parameter ol 254 Characters per
character-chain.

Eg.: STRLEN 60 -> Sets all the (allowing strings a maximum at so characters.

STRVAR byte; atring
Must be included in the Declarations-Section. This command is used to define the

required string-variable-names and their size. All the string-veriable~names must be

entered individually here, Byte is the size of the individual string.
Eg.: STRVARZ dummy - dummy is 2 characters large,

VAR integerJntegert
Must be included in the Dellnltions~Sectlon. This command is used to define the

required 'lrom to” memory-area lcr all the variables. ll you do not define this

command. than genCom will set a standard high-parameter of $0000, because the
area upwards at 36000 is required toe the background-memory. (8790!) max top limit

tor programs I)
Eg. Viki-13500035900: delinea memory-area $5000 to 35900 as variable- memory-area.

22.2 Va blea — Memory Areas

it is possible to directly define a memory-area for your variables. The development at

single-dimensional data-sequences is also possible : a<0>. a<1>, a<2>.

ROW quantity BYTEVAR byte
Creates a data-sequence on the variable byte with a quantity quantity. where a
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number of variables can be datined.

Eg. HOW 1520 BVTEVAR printerbufler : creates a date~eequence with 1920 Bytes
for the variable printerbutter.

ROW quantity iNTVAR integer
Creates a data-sequence on the variable integer with a quantity qulntity, where a

number of variables can be d i’ned.

E9; HOW to INTVAR test , creates a data-sequence with to lnteger~ne's. lor the
variable teat. The variables can be acceeaed with : test<o> to test <9>.

ROW quantity REALVAR real
Creates a data—sequence an the variable reel with a quantity quantity, where a

number cl va ables can be defined,

ROW quantity STRVAB byte; atring
Creates a data-sequence on the variable atring with a quantity quantity, where byte
is the length at a character-chain.

ROW quantity BVTEVAR AT memoryaddrees; byte
Creates a data-sequence on the variable byte with a quantity quantity, from the

address memory addreae. This can be entered in either the Hex or Dec. numeric
iorm.

ROW quantity INTVAB AT memorysddress; integer
Creates a deta‘aequence on the variable integer with a quantity quantity. irom the

address nemeryaddrees.
$9.: ROW 10 iNTVAR AT Sflomtest : Creates a data-sequence with to

integer-no's irom the variable teat irom memoryaddress seam). The variables can be
accessed with : test<n> to test <9>.

ROW quentity REALVAR AT memorysddress: real

Creates a date-sequence on the variable real with a quantity quantity. from the
address menoryaddreu.

ROW quantity STRVAR byte AT memoryaddress: string
Creates a data-sequence on the variable string with a quantity quantity, lrom the

address uemory-ddreee. byte is a character-chain.

2.7.3 Source—Code — Module commands

GLOBALEND
End label for the main part oi a program. Everything that is in front of this command

always remains in memory.
- Global Section.

GOTOIOD byte
Jumps to the beginning at the module 'byte'. where the first module is the module 0 and

stands behind the Global-Section. in this case byte must be a number between 0 and

127.

INCLUDE string
If this command is included in a Source—Code, then geocam will exactly at this position <

during the compilation - tie a second Source~Code (EgMODULEt) in (the additional
Source-code must be on the same disk), The string must be the name of the additional
Source-Code. This enables you. when w ting I long and complicated Source—Code, to

divide the individual modules into sep ate. logical, Source-Codes. The command

mflDErnay not be included in a lurther modular Source-Code ! i

OVERLAYIIOD
End label tor a singie module. Everything that comes alter this command, will be assigned
to the iollowing module. - Local Section.

The Inat module doea not require this end—label.

Eg. tor a multipie<sectionvprogrsm.
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NAME. . .CLASS . .AUTHOR . . CODE . . CbNST . . VAR . .

BYTEVAH . A INTVAR. . . ROW .BVTEVAR

LABEL . .

Main—Global~Section program~text
GLOBALEND

‘Module 0‘

BVTEVAH. . . ‘Module variables

LABEL. . . .Module label names

lat. Module program-text
including GOTOMODI
OVERLAYMOD

‘Module 1‘

BYTEVAR. . . -Module variables

LABEL. . . Module label names

2nd. Module programrtext

2.2.4 Dialog Box - Commando

GeoCom is supplied with 6 standard-dialog-boxes that can be accessed with commands.

A 7th. command is provided tor accessing your own dialog-boxes that you have created

with Objectedit. The standard—boxes are so set-up that no new parameters are required,
the dialog-boxes will always be correctly positioned to accept the defined character-

modus and all entries and displays (incl. mouse) are only relevant to the latest dialog—box.

CREATEBOX name.text.byte
Thls command watches over an alt used dialog-box, the parameter ‘name' should he that

of your yet-to-be created program, This dialog-box should allow the user to change the

disk and I or drive The iile name. that is to be entered or edited should be passed to a

character-chain (name), it this character-chain already includes a name belore the

dialog-box appears then this will be shown in the dialog—box. The character-chain-namo

should not exceed a length of 16 characters. longer names are not allowed under Geos.

In order to make the dialog-box more ilexible. the query—text (text) should be a variable.

Finally a number (byte) closes the command. this no. decides whether the drive disk. may

be changed or not. the no. also defines whether the drive-icon should be displayed in the

dialogvbox or not. Normally is 3 Disk. change in REU drives or in the drive where the tile is

open not possible. The bits of the command "byte" have the following delinitions :

Bit 0 = 1 Drive A has no Disk. Icon Bit 1 s 1 Drive 8 has no Disk. icon

Bit 2 - 1 Drive C has no Dlsk. Icon Bit 3 = 1 Drive D has no Disk. icon

Bit 7 = 1 No Disk. lcon should be displayed
You can combine the bits as required. It is possible to activate the F-Key interrogation
within the dialog-box < to select the drives A-D. The programmer can. using the

system-variable dbotat, test what action causes the dialog-box to be exited. A 16 byte

long string must be at lirst like name. This must be create beiore,

Eg.: CREATEBOXname.‘/BPlease insert new name:',‘0

mm I: HAM t§?t

| Plelxe men new name:

text edit

DBRET byte
This command enables the exit from dialog-boxes (your own). The command should stand

at the end of sub-routines that are called by the dialog-boxsmeinloop. After calling this

command the box will be removed from the screen and the system relevant data will be

re~activated < the system data was saved in the memory as long as the dialog-box was

active - the control is given back to the program Mainloop. The parameters trom byte
are given over to the internal systemAvariable dbstat. enabling the main-routine to

determine what action, it any, was defined within the dialog-box.

59.: DBRET 31
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DIALOG object
This command displays a dialog<box on the screen. that has been developed previously
using ooiectEdit. We recommend here the use at the command DBRET and dbstat.

obi-ct as the name of the ObjectEdit dialog-box.

DISK

Displays on screen the dialog-box 'Plo 0 insert a new disk. !' . together with the
current drive. This command can only be accessed when no files are open !

s: hue" a new amt

ERROR

Displays a dialog-box with an error-number and an error-text, this should appear (if
required) alter a disk-file operation. The error-number will be called from the

system-variable lostat. An error-box will also be displayed by call-ups when no errors

have been registered.

Disk ("01: III

qmmt aunt

INPBOX textzstring 1

Displays a dialog-box tor entering I editing text. The variable text will be shown and
the loop will wait until string 1 has been confirmed, string 1 is confirmed with

RETURN the loop is then ended. The semicolon between textzstring is very important !

Eg. : lNPBOX 'IBtextshow/P' : “text edit"

OPENBOX name.byte,etring 1. byte 1

This command displays a lile-selection-box. The following parameters must be

pre-delined otherwise they will be ignored :

name Includes the tile~name that is chosen by clicking on OPEN in the file-choice
list.

byte Geos-lile-type
string 1 Gooe-ClaeetType in string lormat

byte 1 Same parameter as CHEATEBOX.

0X text,text,text
nd displays c. the screen a dialog-box with three strings and an OK-box.
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the strings must be divided by commete, whereby eech string will be displayed in a

unique line. By defining IB.IP it is possible to display the text in the various styles. The
box can be exited by clicking on the OK area. The box can be used tor various tunctions.
Eg. Into-boxes. Should a string remain empty, the inverted commas should still be given. it
is possible to activate the various text—styles. Variables that have been converted to

strings can also be displayed.
Egg STRBOX'IOtext 1/P'.‘IB text 2','/Ptext 3'

12.5 Menu Bare - Commende
FIRSTIENU
ll. in your progrem a menu-routine should be ectiveted with a click in e menu. then this
command should be the first command - so the the previous menu can be erased.

MENU oblect.byte
The variable byte pieces the mouse-pointer on the defined object at a horizontal
menu-bar,

E9, byte - 1. the mouse-pointer will pieced on the first obi-ct.

REDRAW
This command is similar to FIBSTIIENU, the menu is not erased but re-drawn and
re-ollered for your selection.

RETIENU object
it is possible to insert. between menu end sub-menu. a routine.

59. To erase the colours in the menu-area.

The command RETMENU must stand at the end at the routine. the object must be the
sub-menu.

23 Presser. Memory, Machine Code- Cole-ends
The Ge s-Meinleop ensures that the keyboerd. mouee. and clock etc. ere regulerly
interrogated end updated, the Msinloop is also responsible for running the various
system-internal processes 59. RAM Process. It is possible. using the following commends.
to integrate your own homo~meds processes in the Mainloop.

2.3.1 Process - Col-slend-

BLOCK byte
Blocks the process with the number byte. Thie doesn't ellect the Timer, the process is
no longer interrogated.

ENABLE byte
The process byte will definitely be celled upon in the next Mainloop run through.

FREEZE byte
Blocks the process with the number byte. The Timer will be 'lrozen'. when the process is
re-activated the Timer will be re-started.

INTERHUPTOFF
Switches the computer interrupt OFF. this is eepecielly important for eree-interrogetione.
Commend: that are driven by the interrupt (WAIT) are now disabled I

INTERRUPTON
Switches the computer interrupt ON. this is especially important for area-interrogations.
Commands that are driven by the interrupt (WAIT) are now enabled I

MAINLOOP

Using the command MAINLOOP it is possible to directly access the Geos-Meinlaop. The
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control over menu's. pictogram‘s and processes etc can be directly tied into the

Geos-Mainloop. it is advisable to ensure the interrogation ol the mouse and keyboard
belorehand with the command : ON byte GOTO label.

0" byte GOTO label

Geos has a very important command : MAINLOOP. This loop ensures that all drivers and

processes are called<up (running the clock). The command : ON byte GOTO label is a

programmers tool. sing this command it is possible to ensure that alter lorcing the

Malnloop to carry out “strange” tasks that Mainloop is also directly commanded to carry
out the usual tasks : mouse 8- keyboard, The parameters :

ON a GOTO label, torces the jump to label label. when a key is pressed. The actual

interrogation (which Itey has been pressed) must be inserted by the programmer, the

parameter at the latest key—function can be found in keydata.
ON 1 GOTO label, branches the program to the label label when the mouse-button is

pressed. The actual interrogation (which button has been pressed) must be inserted by
the programmer.
ON 2 GOTO label branches the program to the label label when the text display runs

over the right hand border of the current “window“.

0" 3 GOTO label branches the program to the label label when a dialog-box is being
exited.

ON 4 GOTO label branches the program to the label label when a 'System-Error
SXXXX" appears.

PROCESS objectbyte
Ties in the process-table obieet. byte is the no. of processes, Please bear in mind that

the speed of the program will be alfected parallel to the no. of processes that you
activate : more procesaes = less speed.

RESTART byte
lie-starts a blocked or trozen process (FREEZE or BLOCK).

UNBLOCK byte
Is the opposite command to BLOCK byte. The process byte will no longer be blocked. the

process will run normally alter the next interrupt.

UNFREEZE byte
is the opposite command to FREEZE byte. The ”frozen' Timer will be re-activated. the

process will be accessed.

2.3.2 Memory - Commands

AT
AT address I Enables the saving and reading of variables and variablevsequences alter a

defined address in the variable-memory.
Eg. BYTEVAR AT INTVAR AT REALVAR AT STRVAR 16 AT BYTEROW AT

INTROW AT REALROW AT STR 15; ROW AT

INITIO
Switches to the memory-area SdOOO—Sdl" ie. the old Commodore-System. Following this

command it is only possible to use POKE and PEEK commands, the occupation-tables for

this memory-area can be found in every C 54/123 BASIC-Handbook. It is not possible.
lollowing this command. to set the interrupt with the Mainloop. Commands such as

PROCESS and WAIT will not work. il you don‘t respect this rule - the program could

hang-up.

DONEIO
Returns the internal-System back to Geos. Commands that act on the Commodore-System
are lie-activated.

FILL integerjntepertbyte
Fills the memory with the character byte from the memory—address(Hex) integer 1 with

the quantity integer.
Eg. FILL1000,57000.255 : Fills from address 37000 moo Bytes sm
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MOVE integer.integer Lintegerz
Moves the quantity integerz internally train the etart—addreee integer to target-address
integer 1. (Address assignments in HEX).
Eg.: MOVESSOOO,$7000.100: Moves 100 Bytes from memory $6000 to 37000.

PEEK integer
Gets a with integer delined memory-address I parameter in Hex. The integer-variable
can be written in Hex ($56“) or Dec (4567B).
Eg. a a (PEEKSSGM) : e includes the contents ol the memory-position $5614.

POKE integerbyte
Fills the memory-position integer with the parameter byte, Syntax as in PEEK.

SETVECTOH integerJabel
In the Geoe—memory are a number 01 addressee that are at certain times automatically
accessed. Using this command it is possible to force these vectors to access you own

labels.

Eg. SETVECTOR sautreturn : should the addreea 384“ be accessed then iump to label

return.

TEXT (strrowbyte)
This command enables your, created with OBJECT EDIT, string-chains to be accessed
where etrrow defines the string-chain and byte the relative data-element.

Eg. ICON EDIT.

2.3.: Machine-Code - Logging In
CALLS‘IS integer.introw
This command is a tool for calling~up the various, powerful Geoe~internaI-systema-routines
from a particular memory-address (integer). These routines are usually altered as

options. using the Geos-R ister. to the Zero-Page or Processor-Register. Unfortunately
geoCom cannot directly as the routines. therelore they must be eat betore geoCom
calls the relative sub-routlne. This lunction is covered by the command CALLSYS, the

programmer must enter the relevant information lor the Geos- Processor-Register using a

data-sequence (introw). This contains the register-data in the following lormat :

MBAW WM
0 1 5 GEOS- agtater r0. . . r15

16 low parameter byte Flag-register
16 high parameter byte Accumulator

17 low parameter byte X-Regieter
17 high parameter byte V-Register

These parameters must be. as required. eet belore the commend is called. if you access

the wrong parameter then this could lead to a System-Crash. To set the required bytes
use SETLOW and SETNIGH.

CALL integer
This command is used to call<up a Machine-Code routine train a defined address

(integer). This command should be handled with m care. it can lead very easily to a

SystemvCreeh ! !

2.4 Disk. - and File - Commands

These command: should always be ‘hendled with care" to avoid possible damage to

disks, please don't open a file and allow the diak. to changed directly aitarwarde ! A

number at the commends are supplied with this protection built in. thus some lunctiona
are not available when I tile is open 1

24.1 Dial. — Con-lands
CAPACITY byte (integer)
This operator shows (integer) the quantity 0' free. occupied and total epace on the disk.
in the current drive. The parameter (byte) defines the display modus :

t) - total disk. capacity (blocks), 1 - No. of free blocks. 2 - No. of occupied blocks
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Egg A-(CAPACITYO) : A includes the disk. capacity(Integer no.! )

DEVICE byte
byte - current drive. The parameters are always :

B-DrtA 9-Dr.B 10-Dr.C 11=Dr.D

DISKNAME
This command givea, in etring-larmat, the current dick. name.

E9; name - (DlSKNAME)

DRIVE
This command changes, in logical order (A - B - C - D), the current drive, the non-active

drivea are ignored.

OPENDISK
This command initializes a new disk. in the current drive, simultaneously a number of

memory-addresses and the lunction DISKNAME are updated. ll errors occur they will be

recorded in the variable inst-t.

24.2 File — Commands
APPENDREC lile
This command hang: a data-sequence on the current VLIR-lile, it will be attached to the

current data-sequence and so becomes the current data-sequence. A maximum of 127

data~cequencas (records) are allowed. if the parameter 127 is exceeded an

error-manage will be displayed.

CLOSE llle

This command closes the delined lile (tile). A VLlR-lile where a further data<sequence is

still open cannot be closed. A possible error will be recorded in inst-t.

CREATE hamo.object
This command creates. in the current drive. a tile that is specified by the tile-Header ~

developed under ObjectEdlt (Includes Class etc.) The tile'name must be entered as a

character-chain (name). it is therelore possible to create a number of identical tiles with

dillerent names. A possible error will be recorded in ioatat. VLIR files do not receive

alter the "creation” a data-sequence. these must be created using APPENDRECt

DELETE name

The the name will be erased from the current dlsk in the current drive. It is not poeslble
to arise a file that is currently open

- an error-message will not be displayed. lnlormation

such as Filetype or Write-Protection have no bearing on the command I A possible error

will be recorded in ion-t.

DELETEREC file

This command erases the current dalavsequence from an open VLln—tile (tile). All the
lollowing data-sequences move up one (1) position. A possible error will be recorded in

ioatat.

FCLASS namatbyte,byte1.byterow
Using this command it is poeeible to read all the files on the current disk. with the same

llle-type. Paramelers 3

name - Class, byte - File-type, byte1 - Quantity. byterow - includes the ‘iound' files,

A string-variable with 16 characters must be def ed beforehand.

backbyte gives the quantity oi not—occupied dat «laments.

Egg ROW 0 STRVAR1S; da_a ->e Strings with length 16 and Name da‘a. Can be

called up later with da_a<o> to da_a<7>.
FCLASS".5.6.da_s ~—> searching for 8 Files of type 5 (Desk Access) and lays the

answer in da-e<o> to da_a<7>.

FINDFILE name

Searching lor the lile name on the dink. in the current drive. if name is found. the

parameter will be placed in the variable—area direnlry. ii name is not found the the

error-message will be placed in the variable ioatat‘ this can be accessed.
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FILEVAR file

Must be included in the Definitions-Section. This command is used to define a variable»

name for the usage 01 liles. The relevant tile will be defined by the OPEN command.

Eg.: FlLEVAR datatile

GET lile.byte
This command accee from the SEO.file lilo a character aa byte-variable. where the

command GET reads continuously. An internal pointer for this command is available. the

pointer ls set back using the command RESET tile. It is important to respect the

variabie-lormat.

GET lile.integer
This command accesses item the SEQlile file a character as integer-variable. where the

command GET reads continuously. An internal pointer lor this command is available. the

pointer is set back using the command RESET file. It is important to respect the

variable-format

GET lile,real
This command acceeeee from the SEGJlIe file a character as real-variable. where the

command GET reads continuously. An internal pointer tor this command is available. the

pointer is set back using the command RESET file. It is important to respect the
variable-format.

GET file.string
This command acceeeee from the SEO.iile ti a character as stringwariable, where the

command GET roads continuously. An interna pointer for this command is available, the

pointer ls set back using the command RESET tile. It is important to respect the

variable—format.

GETBLOCK hyte.byte Lbyterow
This command reads a complete dick. block (Sector- 256 Bytes). The parameters are :

byte=Track byte t-Sector byterew: Address-area (Begin)

GETFILE name.byto.byte 1.string
Universal main-routine lor loading and starting programs. The parameters are :

nalae a File name byte - Gaoa-Filrtype byte 1 - Drive no

atring - here can be lound the required docu. name (when you went to open the doc.

and go to geowrite) or an empty string |

INITFILE lile
This command erases all the data-variables E9. Record-no's.

INSERTREC tile
This command inserts a record before the current data~aequence. this is then the current

data-sequence. A maximum at 127 data-sequences (records) are allowed, ii the

parameter 127 is exceeded an error~message will be displayed.

OPEN iile.name
This command opens the tile name and defines the tile-variable file to the respective
lite. name is the name of the tile in the DeskTop and tile the FlLEVAR-iable in your
program.

OPENREC tile.name
This command opens the current data-sequence as a .SEQ file of an existing VLIFHile that

muet be on the current disk. in the current drive.

PTHEC filebyle
This command specifies which data-sequence 01 an open VLIR-iiie should be
back‘accessed. byte is the record-no. The fist data-sequence has the no_ 0.

PUT filmbyta
Writes a byte byte in a previously opened .SEQ lile tile. An internal pointer will be used.
it is the opposite command to GET. The pointer can be set-back with the command
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RESET lile.

PUT lileJnteger
Writes an integermo. integer in a previously opened (SEQ tile lilo. An internal pointer will

be used. it ie the opposite command to GET. The pointer can be set-back with the

command RESET lite.

PUT lile.real
Writes In realeno. real in a previously opened .SEQ lile "to. An internal pointer will be

usediltisl
the opposite command to GET, The pointer can be set-back with the command

RESE 1 le.

PUT lile.etring
Write: an character-atring in a previously opened .SEQ lile lilo. An internal pointer will be

used. It Is the opposite command to GET. The polnter can be set-back with the command

RESET lile.

PUTBLOCK byto.byte1,byterow
This command writes a complete diek. block (256 bytes) beck to a disk, byte is the

respective track and bytel the sector. The memory-area byterow must be previously
defined withln the Definitions-Area (256 bytes). The lile must already be open. This is a

command lor .SEQ lites.

READ lile,start-address.size
This command reads the maximum quantity oi 0 01 characters and places them at the

specified address in the variable-memory, backward receives. as parameter. the

address (main-memory) ol the last-read bytes.
Eg. READliIe,(ADRbuller),254 - reads lrom the lile lile 254 characters (Sector) and

places them in the variable butler. Additionally. ADE reads the start-address at the

variables. The variable butler then receives the complete sector (without chain-bytes).

HECINFO byte
Dellvers the open VLIR-lile's inlormaticn to the records. byte had the following

parameters :

o = not changed yet (<> 0 change has occurred)
1 s current data-sequence
2 - used da a-eequence

RENAME name To name 1

This command renames the lile name as name 1.

RESET lile

Sets the GET I PUT pointer back to 0.

SETWRITE lile

This command enables you to “write' into a SEQ tile, this command is possible because

when you open a .SEQ lile the system switches to READING.

WRITE lile otert-addrees,eize
This command writes the maximum quantity size at characters (EG. alter setting a

record) trom the specllled address in the varlable-memnry to disk.

Eg, WRITEtile,(ADRbutter),254 - writes in the tile lile a total at 254 characters (Sector)
lrom the variable butler, The respective record must have been set beforehand.

additionally. the SAM will be re-written.

25 Printer - Commando

2.5.1 Prlntlng- Preparattona
It you want to make a printer~hardcopy at you geoCom programs. then you may only till

the variable-memory up to 87900, The area S7900 - 37111 is reserved tor the

printer-dr er and any variables that you place in this area will erased when you load the

printer-d"
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PRINTINIT hyterow
This command loads the printer-driver. the printer-driver must be on the current disk. If

this la not the case and you haven‘t Included a reepectlve error-routlne In your program
then the program wlll crash I Alter the printer-driver hee been loaded then the screen

display will be awitched into the tore-ground lreter to acrbt I) and all the required
printer-inlormation will be loaded into the variable bytereul The variable byterow muat

be prepared beforehand in the Declaratione-Sectien with the following paremetere :

now 1920 BYTEVAR byteraw
The variable byterevr can or course have a dlllerent name Eg. prlnter-butter.

PRINTDONE
The memory-area 37900 is freed, the printer-driver ia erased and the screen diaplay ia

ewitched back to the normal background modue.

STOPPBIIIT

Stop: the printout and in lollowed by a FORMFEED (Paper throw-out).

2.5.2 Printing — Text

LPRINT etring
The character-chain string will be printed. tollowed by a LINE-FEED‘ Control-Cedee can

be sent to the printer in Hex-Format preceded by a lore—elash (sum 7). it is poaalble to

send more than one Control-Code. if the last Control-Code a zero (0) then the lollowing
Control~Code will not be accepted - 0 . string end.

Ego: LPRINT‘Itb/7BI01' - activates the LQ-Modue. in BASlC CHR27.103,1

LPRmT string:
The character-chain atrlng will be prlnted. wlthout a LINE-FEED. The tollowlng
character-chain will be then printed without a break (back-to-back). Control-Codes can be
sent to the printer in Hex-Format preceded by a lore-slash (Shitt 7). it is possible to send
more then one Central-Coda it the last Control—Code a zero (0) than the following
Control-Code will not be accepted - 0 - string endl

E9; LPHINT'I1b/75101'; - activates the LQ-Modue, in BASIC CH827.103.1

SETNLO
Switches lrom Dratt-Modue in the NLQ-Modue. the relevant printer-parameter: will be
taken from the current printer-driver.

STARTASCII

adIusts the Ilne-spaclng to the prlnter x-parameter and switches to ASC-Il Modua

(Text-Modue) :- New Page
The printout 'order of battle' is :

PRINTINIT : Error-check at variable ioetat,
STARTASCII

LPBINT , . LPRINT

STOPPRINT

PRINTDONE

2.5.3 Printing - Graphite
DIIIX and DIIV
The parametere tor Print-Width (max. on (X) charactere at a points - 640 points) and

Print-Height (max. 90 (Y) characters at a palm: - 720 points) will be read lrom the

printer-driven The parameters are accealed with x-(DIIX) and y-(DIUY).

HARDCOPY byte 1.byte zbyteabytae
Givee a hard-copy of the ecreen :

hytet - screen-etart-line LH paper aide.

nytez - screen-etart-Ilne RH paper slde.

byte: - quantity of lines (at 8 points)
byted - variable name. is defined by : ROW 640 BYTEVAR in the Definitions-Section,

The ecreen ie eplit into 25 linee (Commodore etandard). Vou can print the lore- and

back—ground screens separately. The parameters tor bytet and byteZ are then :

Foreground o - 24 Background 25 - 49
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it the parameter 128 stands in bytet or bytez then this will not be printed :

HARDCOPYO,125.25.bytename - Print the toreground-memory on the LH side.

It byte1 or bytez are greater than 125 then this will be calcubated as tab-space :

HARDCOPYO,(128e10).25.bytename - Print with a 10 character gab lrom the LH border,

PRINTBUF data

Prints the 640 byte graphic-data (ROW 640 BVTEVAR byte) in tiled-format.

STARTPHINT
Deiines the line-spacing tor the Graphic-Modus :- New Graphic Page.

as Font - Command-

FONT obiect
This command activates the font and tent-size that you have defined in object with

ObjectEdit. the tont has already been read and saved by ObiectEdit and must not be

present on the current disk. You are not recommended to use 'excessive' lont sizes - this

could lead to memory-space problems.

SVSFONT
Devactivatea all other toms and switches back to the BSW-S System-Font.

27 Graphic - Command:
The 40 Character (char) Modus (C 64. 0123-40 char. modus) screen is divided into 320

(0-319) horizontal points and 200 (0499) vertical points. The 80 char. c-tze (only Geos

125) screen has 640 (0—639) horizontal points. Graphic commands require that the x and

y coordinates are set lor the start and a possible end position : x,y to x1.y1, The LH

upper corner has the parameter 0.0 and the RH lower corner 318.319 (is. 639,139).
Colour—Codes are delined with the parameters : was and 0-24.

Due to the usual problems with memory-space (or rather lack of it i ) there are particular
rules that apply directly to the definition oi the graphic-parameters x,y.x1 and y1. The

parameters x and x1 are integer-variables and the parameters y and y1 must be entered

as byte-variables l ! As long as you don't deline any variables as words and only as

numbers then you shouldn't have any problems 1 LINE0,0.319.199. is OK but when you
enter the variables : UP, LEFTDOWNBIGHT you are going to get a lot of trouble ! You

must then define the variables LEFT and RIGHT as integer—variables INTVAR and the

variables UP and DOWN as BYTVAR in the Declarations-Section in your Source-Code and I

bet that this will clash somewhere ! !

BIYMAP byte,byte1,obiect
This command is used to display bitmaps (graphics) that you have previously tied in with

ObiectEdit. The graphic will be displayed a the position that you have defined with the

x—caordinate (byte) and y-coordinate (bytat), these two coordinates deiine position of

the upper LH corner at the graphic. The x—coordinete is set in tile: (each 8 points) in the

area trom 0-39 (or 79 in 80 char. modus) and the y-coordinates are defined in points in

the area 0-199. obiect is the name or the graphic and must be Included in the

Declarations~Section

59.: BITMAP 10.100.arrow : defines the graphic 'errcw' at the position (80,100)

CLRCOL
Erasea the current colour intormatien. the colours return to the acrool parameters or the

Initial settings at you Gees-System. This does not include the screen‘border-colour. there

are a number of DA's (Desk Accessories) that require a particular border'colour,

CLS

Era-es the current screen and iille the ecreen with pattern no.2 it a ‘window' hed

previously defined with the command : WINDOW integer,byte. integert. bytet then this

'wlndow' will be erased.

CLS byte
Eresee the current screen and fills the screen with pattern byte. if a 'window' had

previously defined with the command : WINDOW integer.byte.integer1,bytet then only,
this 'window' will be erased

Eg. CLS o
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COLBOX byte.byte tbyte Zbyte 3.byte 4

This command Iille a rectangular screen area with a pre-defined colour. Colour can only
be detined in axe Pixel blocks. therefore you can only detine axe Pixel-lormat—areas,

byte.byte 1 is the LH upper corner, byte 2 the height in lines (0-25), byte 3 reters to

the width in tiles (0-40) and byte 4 is the colour. paralell to the sprite-colours.
Eg.: COLBOX5_210,10.4

DBL integer
This command doubles the x-coordinate parameter in tile-format.

Eg. SETPOS(DBL15).10

DBL intager,byta
This command doubles the x-coordinate parameter. lt ia possible using the variable byte
to shove the point around a bit. The following parameters are permitted :

byte - 1, 1 Pixel will be added

byte - 2. 1 Pixel will be subtracted

byte - 0 Normal

Egg SETPOS(DBLB.0),10 : Doubles the absolute parameter for the 80 char. modus. without

letting a eingla Pixel slip.

FRAIE integer.byte.integer1,!)er 1

Draws a rectangular trame on the screen with the coordinates : x,y.x1,y1,
E9. FHAME10,100,120.150

FRAME integer,byte,integer1,byte Lbyte 2

Draws a rectangular lrama on the screen with the coordinates : x.y.x1.y1 byte 2 is the

trams draw-pattern.
Eg.: FRAMEWJDOJZOJSQO

GET byte.byte1,byte2.byte3,byterow
Cuts the area byte. byte 1.byle2.byte3 out of the foreground-memory and Iay'e it in

the variable‘area byterow. byte and byte: must be defined in tile-format (divide by a).
byterow is calculated so :

(( byte2 - byte ) divided by a) multiplied by ( bytes - bytel )
and must in inserted in the Declarations-Section. Thie command is especially useful if a

screen-area must be moved, or to use the background-memory as variable-memory.
An example 1 Dialog-Box 40 char. modus - parameters :

byte - 54 I byte1 - 32f byteZs 255 t frame - 263/ bytes - 127 v frame - 135

263 - 54 . 199 divided by a - 25 (rounded)
135 - 320 s 104 (rounded)
25 x 104 - 2600 - byterow

ICONS object
Displays the pictogrem object. that has been previously defined with ObiectEdit. An

automatic icon-lnterrogation-tle-in Is only possible when the Geos-Malnloop has been

previously activated with the command MAlNLOOP.

INVEBT integer.byte.integar 1,byte 1

Inverts a rectangular area. with the coordinates x,y.x1,y1, on the screen. Defined points
are white. un-defined points are displayed black.

E9. INVEBT10.100.120,150

IMPRINT integer.byte.integer1.byte1
Moves an area from the foreground to the background. This command can only be used

when the background-memory ia not being used as variable—memory.
Egt |MPH|NT20.50,100.100

LINE integer,byte.integer1,byte 1

Draws a line with the start-position x.y to the end-point x1.y1 on the screen.

Eg. LINE 11.10.319.10

PATTERN byte
The pattern-till No. lor the command WINDOVLRECTIRAME .. is defined by PATTERN
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byte. This command must be dolihod before the draw-commends. Geoe recognizes 34

till-patterns (Patternl. of which geoPaint can show 32 Allowed are the parameters : 0~31

POINT integer,byte
’

This command either sets or erases a point on the coordinate-point x.y. The pointmode
is here very important.

‘

PUT bytebyte 1,bytezbyte3.hyterow
Takes the area byte. byte I.hytez.hyte3 out at the variable-area byterow and draws

the area on the foregroundvscreen. See GET byte.byta1.byte2 for more inlormations.

RECOVER integer.byte,integer Lbyte 1

Recovers a DA to the screen. The background-memory (from 36000) may not be used as

variable-memory. The variables integer - bytel define the screen-area (x & y

coordinates) that must be copied from the background~ to the foreground area (in a

perlect world : 0.0312199), the screen colour may have to he re—defined. The command
RECOVER..must follow the command GETFILE (Geos returns here after exiting a DA),

RECT inleger,byto.integer1.|>yte 1

Draws a rectangel on the screen with the coordinates : x.y.x1.y 1.

Eg. RECT1°.100.120.150

REGION integer.byte,integer1.byte1
Interrogetes a with integer.byte.integertbyte1 defined rectangular screen~region,
whether the mouse-pointer is “clicking“ in the area. After the interrogation the program
will receive a byte parameter as answer. is the parameter - 1 then there was a click,
otherwise 2 0. Here is it recommended before the interrogation to turn the interrupt 0" ~

and afterwards back on ! Have a look at "Pattern show" for a Demo. view,

SWITCH
Switches the screen-modus -> 40 in 50 and 80 in 40 char modus. Only for C 120 l

TEST integerbyte
Checks whether the coordinate integer,byte a paint sets or not. Aiter the interrogation
the program will receive a byte parameter as answer. is the parameter s 1 then there
was a point. otherwise - 0

WINDOW
Detlnes a 'window' with the maximum parameters (40 char. - 0.113131%). All the

following text-displays will appear within the "window

WINDOW lnteger,hyte.integer i.byte 1

Defines a 'window“ with the parameters integerhyte to integer Lbyte 1. All the

following text-displays will reier back to this “window'.

Eg.: WINDOW10.10.309,189: defines a 'window“. that Is 10 points smaller as the screen.

2.6 Sprite—. Mouse— and 'The Same as . . .‘ Commands
The mouse-pointer and the text-cursor are sprites, they occupy the sprite-positions 0 and

1. You may not re-dcfine these positions. Sprites are created with ObjectEdit, it is

possible to create sprites directly in the memory-area sdoomsdfff. in this section can be

seen all the commands that have anything to do with sprite~control.

2.6.1 Sprite - Commands
POSSPR byte.intsger.byte 1

Sets the Sprite byte on the x-y coordinate integer.byto 1 of the screen. The x-y
coordinates are identical to the graphic-screen.

SETSPR pytepbiect
Sets the Sprite byte on the. with ObjectEdit, defined position of the object obiect.

SPRCOL bytobyte
Sprites can contain a maximum of 3 colours, 2 ol which are the same for all sprites. The
colours are defined with this command. The parameters are the same tor the other
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'colour'commendo' :

0 - black 1 - white 2 - red 3 -

green 4 - purple 5- dark green 6 - blue
7 - yellow 5 -

orange 9 - brown to ~ pink 11 - dark grey 12 -

grey
13 - light green 14 - light blue 15 . light grey

SPRITEOFF byte
Switcheo the oprito—no.byte olt.

SPBITEON byte
Switches the sprite-no. byte on.

18.2 Ilouao - Text Cursor - Cola-and:

DUMMY
De—activatee icons and switches them all o", A reaction lollowing a ‘click' is no longer
posslble.

HOME
Positions the text<cursor in the upper LH corner at the text~window.

MOUSEOFF
Switches the mouse-pointer (Sprite D) olt.

MOUSEON
Switches the mouse-pointer (Sprite 0) on.

MOUSEWIN
The mouse-pointer is 'restrlcted' to the whole vielble screen.

MOUSEWIM integerpytejnteger tbyte 1

The mouse-pointer is restricted to the area defined within the parameters, the pointer
can only leave the area by 'clicking‘. This is very ueolul when defining menu reactions.

Eg.: MOUSEWlN0,0,31S,139 : - command MOUSEWIN

PROMPTlNIT byte
Initial: and defines the text-cursor to the size byte. The standard size (Ea. tom BSW) is 9.
The toxt-curoor must be initialized before it is activated.

E9; PROMPTINITQ

PROMPTOFF

Switches the text-cursor oft.

PROMPTON

Switches the text-cursor on.

E9. Alter the cursor has been defined to a particular position.
This command is only required when the commands PRINT and I or INPUT are not being
activated.

OUITINP

Switches the with SETINP allowed enter-iormet prematurely off with a simulated
RETURN.

SETlNP etringJabel
This command enables the simultaneous access to mouse and keyboard. The

pre-a acted parameters ol the variable string are valid and the program will jump to the

label label alter a RETURN confirmation.

E9. The OK icon. it can be "clicked" and accessed with the RETURN key.

SETPOS integewyte
Sets the text-cursor on the screen coordinate : integerJtyte (x-y)

29 Mathematical Funetiono

(Trenelator‘e notes : I‘m not a mathematician. some at the explanationo may be a bit odd
but I think the Demo's are allright l ! I)
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it is very important that negative real numbers are shown in brackets : (-.5)

2.9.1 Mathematical Commands
- raalt (rallZ)
This operator gives the negative parameter (real?) oi a defined number (real 1).
E9. reai- (-1514) : reel is then 4034.

ABS real

Gives the absolute whole-number parameter oi a number. is the number or parameter
positive then the ABS iunction has no eiiect. Is the number or parameter negative then

the iunction converts the num. I para. to it's poeitive equivalent.
Eg. (Alia-41)) is 4.1

AND

Logical combination oi two byte»variables. The ioliovving mathematical rules are binding :

090:0 (“1-0 hose 1.1-1

Eu. IF ((a<>b) AND (c--d)) THEN . . . .

ATM real

This function calculates the tangent oi the parameter real and gives the answer as

real-number.

Try : AT" "the angle with the tangent as (real)

COS real

This iunction calculates the cosine at a real number and gives the answer as real-number.

EXP real
The EXP iunction calculates the parameter oi the constant e (circa 2171628), that with

the argument oi the iunciion is being given a potential calculation i

Eg. (EXP 2) gives the parameter 7.3890 or 271828 x 271525

EXOH

Logical combination at two byte-variables. The following mathematical ruies are binding :

040-0 0*151 1*0=1 lei-0

FLOOR real

This iunction removes the positions alter the decimal point :

Eg, x-(FLOOR115.01) ; x->115

LOG real

Calculates the iogariihm at base to and gives the answer as a real-number :

Eg. LDG (100) s: parameter 2.

HOD

Gives the Ian over oi divisions calculation and deiines this as the MOD byte.
E9. 11 I A . 2 . leit over - 3 is then to be found in the MOD byte.

NOT

Logical combination oi byte-variablae. The ioiicwing mathematical rules are binding :

0 - 1 1 I 0

0R

Logical combination at two byte-variables. The iollowing mathematical rules are binding :

tit-0:0 01-1-1 1+0-1 1e1-1

Eg. IF ((-05) on (n-- 1)) THEN . . . .

Sill real

This lunction calculates the Sine oi the parameter real and gives the answer as a

real-number.

Eg. x-smu) , sis-0756802495
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56" real

This function will give you a byte-parameter when :

real>0is=1; real- ois Dorrenl< oia- 2

son real
The son function calculates the square root at the parameter tell an given the answer

as a real-number.

E9. (son (16)) - 4

TA" real
The SOR lunction calculates the tangent of the parameter real an gives the answer as a

real-number.

Eg. y-(TANE) y» -213503966

2.32 lame-allcal Equallons
geoCom can carry out many dill-rent terms of calculation: (more than me I ) from
addition to square root: and much more I Take care when working with equations Eg.
xaxot must be written so that the RH aide stands in commute : x-(xen Further an

intogor-v-riablo a byte-variable calculation is not poalihla, one at the variable: must

be converted betorehend.

2.10 Music- and Sound—Commands
One of the most interesting special as ol the Commodore 64 and 126‘s are the
extensive options that these small computers otter. With pr-ctico Ind

experience it in pen'blo to imitate I urge number at mulicnl inattumente. GcoCom allow:

you to access the computer SID chip (GaoBasic : VOICE. SOUND) by first leaving the Geo:

environment and paying a visit In the BASIC envlronment. the commands are not dlroctly
available in geoCom. GeoCom accesses the BASIC environment through the commands
INITIO and DONEIO. the parameters are 'Poked" and Peeked“ to the memory-position
354272
All the programmer has to dot in uoing lNlTlO and DONElO to tell gooCom that you are

accessing the 'old" Commodore-System (Sacco-sat"), It you have never programmed
Commodore-Sound-Commanda balore you will have to consult a

Commodore-SlD-Handbook !
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3. Description 0' The Gees System
3.1 Memory Occupation
3.1.1 The Basics
In the computer world numbers are usually entered in one at three tormats. Decimal,
Heirs-Decimal or Binary. The Decimal-Format is possibly the easiest lormat tor the human
brain - the structure is simple and based on the number 10. therefore there are to digits
(0-9). The computer can only internally work with two states - ON or OFF -. therefore the

'natural" numeric structure for a computer is even simpler and based on only 2 digits (0
or 1). this is known as the Binary-Format and is pre-tlxed with the character 5. The

Binary-Format is slow. difficult to read and binary numbers take up a lot oi space.
because oi this and various other reasons the Hexa-Decimal—Format was developed. The
Hexa-Decimal-Format (will be referred to as HEX.) works with a 16 characters (0-9 and

ad). HEX. numbers combine 4 numbers from the Binary~System to one HEX. number. HEX.

numbers are pre-iixed with the 3 character.

Numbers are stored In a computer in Binary-Format but can be displayed
(visuallsoundlprint) as HEX. or Decimal numbers. The computer always groups 8

happenings (On I OFF each 1 bit) together - this is a byte. the bits in a byte are

numbered from Ith to right - 0-7. in a byte it is possible to show all the decimal numbers

irom 0-255. obviously this will not always be sullicient therelore a number will then be

displayed using 2 bytes. This enables an area 0-655353 or -32766 < 032768 to be

displayed. the combination of 2 bytes is known as a word.

The computer processor splits the available memory. which includes many hits. into bytes.
To enable the processor to find the individual bytes. each byte becomes an individual

address. these addresses are given a definitive number. The number will be known as a

word, therefore 65535 bytes can be addressed, this in turn gives a 64 kb large memory

(6555/1024). A word that that has been saved in the memory and displays the address
at another memory-position is known as a pointert

BYTE
%10110101

/\
% 1 01 1 % 0101

High-Nlbble Low-Nlbble

Memory-positions or ~addresses are shown as 2 bytes because 1 byte can accept the

maximum value at 255 (iii). Specialists also deline these two bytes as a word, a word
consists of a low~ and a high—byte.

Adresse

$c0t0
/ \

$c0 $f0
High-Byte Low-Byte

$f0 SCO

The low-byte is always displayed first and the low-byte elways comes after the low-byte.
therefore the low—byte will always be given in the lirst address-byte and the high-byte in

second address-byte 0. The complete address can be calculated with :

Highbyte x 256 + Lowbyte

The parameters are stored in the memory-positions as bytes. ie max. 255 (3“).

3.1.2 Ditterent Versions 7

Although there are various Geos versions available (V1.0. V1.2 V1.3. V15, V20) we

haven‘t been able to find any great differences in the memory-positions between the

various versions V1.3 to V20. Your own program must therefore work together with the

various versions. Memory ditierencee between the the national versions. US and German

version. are few and far between and are mainly concerned with the keyboard definitions.
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3.1.3 Fundamental Mallory Occupation
Gave allowa various positions within the memory to be read and or re-written with new

parameters, The geocom programming system only requires to access the memory-
positians that are listed here. Geos divide: the memory according to the lallowing
structure. The geoCom memory-occupation (while your programs are running) is also

displayed.

30000 -

Zero Page. Steak . . .

30400 -

geoCom - standard routines
32.00 -

The routine. ol your geeCom program“).
34000 -

The contents troll your geoCorI program“).
35000 -

The variables tron: your geoCoIn programs).
36000 -

lemory for the background aereen.

36000 -

Goon-System variables.

39000 -

Drive driver: and other Goon—routines.
Sauna -

Memory lor the foreground ecreen.

3:000 -

Geoa-Syatem routines.

Sill!

GeoCom allows. using the System-Variables. a direct access to selected

memory-positions uaing delined-Iabela. The HEX. address will always be given as the first

item in the tollowing description of the individual memory-positions. ii the address includes

more than 1 byte with a definite function lhen the starl- and end-address will be given.
Berkeley Soltworks. the developers of Gees. have given all the 'important'
memory-addresses a name. this is very uselul when programming in Assembler. the
name: are given directly behind the respective memory-positions. if the memory-position
has been aaeigned I gooCom System—Variable then this is displayed on the RH margin. it

the System-Variable is displayed with a
‘ then this is an External~SystemAVariable that

must be tied in using an extra function. The memory-positions are shown in ascending
order.

3.1.4 Zero Page
8°022v$0°23 curP-ttern

Point: to the current fill-pattern. must be stored as 6 bytes. The respective bite show the

points of the e graphic-lines ol the pattern.

8002a currentlode
Text-mod“: byte. Has the byte been set (-1) than the style is activated

Multiple-combinations are permitted I la the byte - 0 then the modue is not activated. -

normal (plain) text.

Blt 0 not ufiod Bit 3 Olflllfli Blt 6 bold

Bit 1 “We'll“ (high) Bit 4 I'm/i: an 7 nagging
Bit 2

,0 eracript (low) Bit 5 invert

Bit 1 ancrzfind are only available in geoWriie.

$0021 diepButterOn eorbut

The byte defines. whether a text or graphic display should be written in the back- and I

or lore-ground. Bit 6 . background Bit 7 - toroground

80030 neuann
‘

noueellag
Multiple-byte ior an active mouse-pointer and menus. ican(s) active or not.
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Bit 5 - lcan(e) active Bit 6 - Menu(e) active Bit 7 - Mouse-pointer on

30031-50032 nsePicPtr
This Word is a pointer tor the mouse<pointer gruphic-deta. the address $84c1 can

normally be lound at this position.

8003:! toplergin
'

win_tep
V-Coordinate tor the upper border ler text-displays, Muet lie between 0 and 199!

80034 hettonlergin
'

win_botton
V<coordinate lor the lower border for textAdisplays. Must lie between 0 and 199!

80035-80036 Ieltflergin
'

win_lefl
X-coordinate tor the LH border tor text-displaye. It the text-display includes e CR. then

the lollowing text will again etlrl at the LH border. Must lie between 0 and 319 (639
when 0123-80 char. modus) !

30037-30035 righlII-rgin
‘

win_right
X-coordinate for the RH border lor text-displays. The RH collieion can be controlled by a

routine. that points at the StringFeultVectar. Must lie between 0 and 319 (639 when
6128-80 char. modus) l

80039 pres-Flag
‘

prenlllg
Multiple-byte tor Preerey. input-driver and Fire-(Mouse)-Button
Bit 5 - Input-Driver tire-button he: been preeeed
Bit 6 - Input-Driver has been changed
Bit 7 = A different key has been pressed

soon—3003b moueeXPoe neueex

Shows in low- and high.byte format the x-coordinete at the mouse-pointer on the screen

(not the true poeition).

soon-soon leueeVPee moueey
Shows the ymoordinete at the mouse-pointer on the screen (not the true position).

8003: graphlode
This byte ehowe. with it's bit 7. under Geoe 128 the current screen-modue. Ie the hit eet.
then is the 80 char. modue active.

3.1.5 GEOS varieblee

80000-380“ diekBlkBul
General Butler for disk. blocks. Is the same size as a disk. sector - 256 Bytes.

86100-801" lileHe-der
The FIIe-lnlo. Block is stored here. is e VLlR-tlle open. then the File-lndex-Block will be
stored here. Refer to chapter 4.4!

85200-382" curDirHe-d

The current disk. SAM is stored he . Lerger drives (1571 [1561) also use tram 38900 a

second area (curDirZHeed).

seaoo—sem fileTrScTab
This area is used to store the SpurISector-Sequence of .SEQ files and / or

data—sequences.

88400-804“ dirEntryBuf direnlry
30 byte large block is used to store the the directory information. Beter to simmer 4.2 !

Sane-$6421 DrACuerN-t
Here can be found the diekheme from drive A. I: the neme shorter than 18 bytes. then
the remeinder will be filled with 3-0 (150). therefore this tree cennot be ed directly on

a string — the end-label 0 ie mieeing l Drive A ie elweye Drive-No. e I
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86430—85441 DrBCuerNm
As DrACuerNm. only for drive B. Drive-No, 5

36442-80452 dataFileN-ne docn-me

Here can be lound the name of data-tile + 1 zero-byte, [59. When you click on a geoWrite
docu., geoWrite will first be loaded - geoWrite then looks at this address to see which

lile was specified

33453—85464 detaDIekName

Here can be lound the disk. name to the above mentioned datarlile. 16 bytes o 2 bytes
SaD are stored. Cannot be directly accessed,

35465-30475 PrntFilOnIm.

The name of the current printer~driver is stored here, 16 bytes e 1 zero-byte.

$6469 curDrive curdrive

Current Drive-No. always a or 9 while Gees programs can only be started trom either 8

or 9 (DeskTop).

804a: diskOpenFl-g
It $3453 s S” then current disk. I drive = OK.

It 3845:: = $00 then current Disk. I drive - ERROR

SIAM-$6491 driveType drtype
Those 4 consecutive bytes include the current drive«types ol the drives A-D

B‘ 0 = no drive Bit 4 - not occupied
Blt 1 - 1541.154tc.1541 II Blt 5 = not occupied
Bit 2 = 1571 Bit 6 - shadowed drive

Bit 3 - 1581 Bit 7 = RAM-drive

Bit 5 and 7 never togethert

80496 eurfiecord

Here can he found the no. at the current data-sequence at an upon VLlR-tile.

No data-sequence available - 81f, otherwise = 1

35497 uaedflecerd

Here can be lound. the number of data-sequences within the current VLlR-tile.

88496-3849: applain
A Word that applies to a routine that should be accessed by every run-through ol the

Msinloopt ls the parameter - c. then N0 (0) routines will be accessed

Suit-854.2 maul-Vector

Points to a (sell-written) routine that ahould he jumped to when the lire-button

(mouse/joystick ('click‘)) is activated.

sane-304:4 keyVeetor
Points to a (self-written) routine that should be iumped to when a key is pressed. In

geeCom this function can be accessed with the command '0" 0 GOTO label '.

804.54th inputVector
Points to a routine when the bit 6 ol the preasFlag is set. The pointer is usually set to

$0000. therefore a routine will not be accessed.

sun—nun mouseF-ultVector

When the mouse-painter is outside a (displayed) menu or another [are-defined area. then

the program will lump to a routine that is stored at this position.

Sens-sun otherPreasVector
It the lire‘button is activated outside a (displayed) menu or another pre-delined area.

then the program will iump to a routine that is stored at this position, In geeColl this

function can be assessed with the command '0" 1 GOTO Intel '.
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Snub-854a: StringFauitVecter
ll a character la written beyond the RH border (delined in rightflargin), than the
contents ol the address will be used as a pointer to a (sell programmed) routine "I

geoCoIn thia tunction can be aceeeled with the command '0" 2 GOTO lube '.

suaa-eun alernT-tV-ctnr

When the alarm clock eats all an rm. than the program will jump to thie addre a. The
standard parameter is $0000 but can be changed and I or accessed by an application.

sent BHKVector
This routine will be iumped when Geos comes across the Assembler-Command hrk. Geoa
will then display the error-message : ”System er/ar at J‘ In genCam this lunction
can be aece ed with the command '0" 4 GOTO label '.

Sent-8m2 RecoverVector

Points to a routine that rebuilde the background when the background has been damaged
alter a menu(s) or dialog-box(es) has been cancelled. In geoColn this function can be
acceaaad with the corn-and 'ON 3 GOTO label '.

Sllha selectionFlaah ‘
selection

Blink speed lor menu-objects and icons. The standard parameter is - 30a (10),

than alphaFleg '

alphallag
Blink speed lor the text-cursor‘ The standard parameter is a 300, because the cursor

should not blink within the deskTopi
Bit 0-5 - Time lapae before the cureor blinks
Blt 6 - Cursor Vlsible

Bit 7 - Here you can only enter alpha-numeric characters (no control characters (Eglc-n.

85455 iconSalFlag ieanflag
Bit 6 - The icon ehould not be inver d alter being “clicked-on"
Bit 7 - The icon should be inverted alter being ‘clicked—on'

One or the other i Bit 7 has priority I Bit 7 Is the standard parameter 9

sews laultData '

laultdata
When the mouse-pointer leaves a with : noIneTopJnouaeBottorlJaoueeRight or

moueeLelt delined parameter (border). then t a parameter (laultdata) will be activated,
Bit 3 - The mouse-pointer ie no longer within the current menu,

Bit 4 - The mouse—pointer has ‘collided' with the RH border-parameter.
Bit 5 - The mouea~pointer has "collided“ with the LH border-parameter.
Bit 6 = The mouse-pointer has 'collided“ with the lower border-parameter.
Bit 7 = The mouse-pointer has 'collided' with the upper border-parameter.

seen nenuNunber menu

The no. at the current menu. The lirat menu obiect has the parameter zero (0).

sum moueeTop '

nouae_top
Maximal upper mouse-pointer-positioni Standard parameter - 0, Max : 195

Refer aleo to : taultData

884b, nouaeBottoln '

nouse_botton
Maximal lower mouse-pointer-position. Standard parameter - 199

Refer also to : laultData

Satin-$84» moueeLalt '

nouee_lelt
Maximal LH mouae-pointer-poaition. Standard parameter s 0

Beler also to : laultData

sum-"4M mouaeRight '

mouaa_right
Maximal HH mouse~pointer~poeition
Ruler lilo to : IaultD-ta
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384:1—30500 moueoPieDetn
‘

noun-pic
The mouse-pointer sprite is stored in this, 64 byte large. area. Sprites are 63 bytes large,
therefore the 64m byte = o. The sprite is 24x21 pixels. redirection - always 5 pixels = 1

byte.

35501 mlxllausoSpced
' '

mnx_lpeed
The highest speed at the mouse-pointer is stored at this position.
Standard parameter - 37f - 127

$0502 minl‘ouooSpeed
'

Inin_:peed
The lowest speed at the mouse-pointer is stored at this position.
St-ndard perimeter = 819 - 30

$6505 lnnuaeAccol
‘ aeeol

The acceleration ratio 01 the mouse-pointer is stored at this position.
Standard parameter = 87' - 127

85504 keyDatI keydlla

ASCII-parameter for the lost-preseod key, that hasn't been called upon by another routine.

80505 nauseous mouledlta

Has the tire-button been pressed. then is the parameter = Sit, otherwise - $00

3:506 inputD-t-
'

inputdua
Registers the movement of the input-Device :

0 - right 4 = left

1 x upper—right 5 x lett‘down

2 - up 6 . down

3 - upper-left 7: right—down
255- no movement registered

$0507 inputDutI~ 1

Current mouse-speed

”sue-8550b rundown
’

random

Lucky number, is re-detined after each interrupt.

80516 your (dlte<o>)
Last two digits 01 the current year.

80511 month (dute<1>)
Current month

“5 1 e day (dllo<b)
Current day

$0519 hour (date<a>)
Current houris)

8051: minutes (duo<4))
Current minute(s)

8651!: second: (deto< 5))
Current second(s)

8051: alurmSetFl-g
‘

ll-rm

Parameter - 3”. when the datlned alarm-time is NOW.
‘

Parameter = 800, when the defined alarm-time has not been arrived at.

$851. areencolours screol

Bit 0 ~ 3 - current foreground colour

Bit 4 - 7 = current background colour
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See-:3 remExpSize
Parameter 3 size at the current REU in 64 kb blocks.

sauce eyeRamFl-g rumtllg
ls only relevant by a connected REU :

Bit 4 = the arena 57:00-32" Ind SbQOO-lcal are set so that alter a re-boot from the

System-Dink. the Gene-Kernel is immediately aveileble.

Bit 5 - the area s7900—7dll will be loaded by the area 38400-53" when Gene is exited
to Basic.
Bit 6 x the area moo-bait will be loaded by the disk.~drivers lrom the drives A-C.
Bit 7 - the are: 3000-78" will be used by the Mailman-routine tor the high speed
memory-block transfer function.

specs liretBoet

Alter the initial SystemStart the parameter 311 can be found here, otherwtse - sou.

tact-:6 curType
Relevant intormation about the current drive.

Copy of driveType!

seen-sauce ran-Base

It a shadowed drive is included in the current System, then this parameter indicates in
each individual address which banks in the REU are occupied by the RAM-disk or

shadowed disk.

Available tor drive A ($68c7) to drive D (688”).

Sande-laud DrCCuerNeme
Same as DrACuerN-me for Drive A P For drive C.

seen-see" DrDCuerNeme
Same as DrACuerN-me tor Drive A i For drive 0.

60800-309" dlrzHeId

Second BAM—block for 1571/81 drives - size - 256 bytes.

85:00-35:31 spropic
64 byte large ere: lur sprite 0. Sprite - (63) Bytes ‘ zero (0) byte.

86:40—88.” epr tplc
64 byte large area lor sprite 1. Sprite - (63)Bytes ‘ zero (0) byte.

Attention I The sprites D and 1 are already occupied by Geos. sprite 0 is the

mouee-pbinter end sprite 1 is the text-cursor.

seam—seem eprzplc
64 byte large area for sprite 2 Sprite = (63) Bytes e zero (0) byte,

Slum—San" eprapic
64 byte large area tor sprite 3 Sprite - (53) Bytes 0 zero (0) byte.

taboo—seem epr4pic
64 byte large are: for sprite 4. Sprite = (63) Bytes v zero (0) byte.

Slb‘o—Slbfl eprSpie
64 byte large are: for eprite 5. Sprite - (63) Bytee o zere (0) byte.

Sateen-Sac“ eproplc
64 byte large area lor sprite 6. Sprite - (63) Bytes 0 zero (0) byte.

Quito-38c" npr7pic
64 byte lerge Ire-i tar sprite 7. Sprite - (63) aytn e zero (0) byte.
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83600-80117 COLOR_HATRIX
1000 byte large area that is reserved for one tile each of the lore- and background
colours.

3.1.5 Further Important Memory Positions

Stool version vereion

Gees System Version-No.
Version V142 - 812 Version V1.3 - 813 Version V20 = $20

8:010 nationally nation

Netionellity Label : By Geos V1.2 - £00. otherwise (German) - 801.

3:013 c t2aFlag coupling
Computer-type-Fiag : By c154 a see By C128 - 800. First trom version v1.31

Scoop—sum
The memory-area soono—sdm includes the old Commodore-System. sprite-interrogation.
end the switch-on—message etc. This area must first be activated with INITIO. alter you
have finished accessing this are: you must de-activate it with DONEIO. Further

Information that relates to this area can he found in most 664/120 Handbooks.

3.1.7 The Screen Memory
When working with the C64 and 123 computers we must always hear in mind that we

have two distinct screen memory formats : Goes 128 supports both the 40 end 80

character screen modi. The two formats have many difierences because they are

addressed by two dilferent processors.
When using the 40 char. display format the screen has a 320 x 200 dot matrix. in order

to save this screen require 8000 bytes — there are 64000 picture dots and in a single
byte it is possible to store 0 picture dots. This memory area is reserved within the main

memory area and starts at 3:000. At $600 a copy at GEOS controls the Dielog-Box and

Menu requirements. this area has the same size and structure as that at 3:000. Many
applications require this area for an additional variable butter. these applications 'make a

note' of the changes and restore the area to it's previous status after the lunction has

been completed. This doesn’t usually require much memory because the Dialog-Boxes and
Menus don't normally occupy the whole screen area. in order to access this function

geoCom uses the commands: GETbJ/to Zbflozbytodlbyhdbyn/ow end

P072949lbyrezblleqbyletbyremw . The 40 char. screen memory is internally divided

Into a grid tlled pattern - 6 bytes are equivalent to a tlle. This tiled pattern at o
“

o

points appear ediecent to each other on the screen - a new row is started when the

previous row has been tilled.
The 90 chart screen is stored in a difterent lormat. it is twice the size (640

'

200) of the

40 char. screen and therefore occupies twice as much memory space. This is not taken

train the main memory. a separate screen memory is provided. This can only be

accessed (In at Out) using two memory positions - tor turther information. please read the

relevant handbooks, The 80 char. screen saves a dots - lrom one line - in a single byte,
therelore a line is equivalent to 80 bytes in the screen memory. The screen memory is

split into two equal parts and copied to the main memory at $6000 and 8:000 ~ where

the 40 char. screen would normally be located. The beckground-screen-memory can be

used as a variable memory by using the same command: as in the 40 char. modue.

3.2 Code:
Codes are used in GEOS to define a key or a character to one or more of the

computer-internally-operated characters. For the purposes of entering (input) information

there are keybolrd - and input - Codes, these define lor each key or key combination a

particular code, for the display and output lunctions there are the so called Output Codes.

This means that each character that appears on the screen or is sent to the printer has

it's own (code) number.

12.1 Keyboard - Code: - Geo: ASCII (801—831)
By accessing the memory position $6504 (or keydata) you will receive the

ASCII-parameter ol the last-preeeed key(s). thus enabling you
- using geoCom - to access
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the keyboard at any limo. Using 1h. 3am. option it is also poesiblo to access the
last-pressed key-combination (e9. (3:11) and thus -

using the label commend - to branch
011 into a 1urmer program section. (I1 the Commodore-Key is held down. then the
parameter will be incremented by the lactor of 128),

151.1 1:19.: Die Eu Hex Qt:
11 $01 1 A $41 65
F2 502 2 B 542 66
13 $03 3 C 343 67
F4 304 4 D :44 6a
15 305 5 E 345 69
F6 306 E F $46 70
no scroll $07 7 only 128 G 347 71
Cursor left 300 B H 848 72
(ab $03 5 only 123 | 349 73
LINE FEED so. 10 only 128 J 84:: 74
Enter :01: 11 only 128 K 34b 75
No Guns 3 0c 12 L 34c 76
RETURN 80d 13 M 34d 77
17 S 0e 14 N 340 78
FE $01 15 0 $41 79
Cursor Up 8 10 16 P 350 so
Cursor Down 811 17 0 $51 31
HOME 3 1 2 18 R 352 52
CLR 813 19 S 353 83
Back 314 20 T 354 M
No Geos $15 21 U $55 as
STOP 3 16 22 V S 55 86
RUN 317 23 W 35 7 B7
BriLPound S15 24 X 358 EB
HELP $19 25 only 128 V 359 89
OLD 31a 26 only 128 Z 35: 90
esc 31b 27 only 125 t 35b :1
INS 81c 25 \ 35c 92
DEL 3 1d 29 3 35d 93
Cursor right 31: 30 A $50 94
SHIFT/CTRL S11 31

_ 351 95
SPACE $20 32

‘

$60 56
1 $21 33 a $61 97
'

$22 34 b 862 98
4' $23 35 c 363 99
3 $24 36 d 364 100
x $26 37 o :55 101
81 326 36 1 $66 102
'

$27 39 g 367 103

( $28 40 h 366 104
) $29 41 i 369 105
"

Sh 42 i 56- 106
t 821) 43 k 361! 107
1 32¢ 44 1 $6: 108
- $26 45 m 36d 109
_ $29 46 n 366 110
I 321 47 o S 61 11 1
0 330 AB |: S 70 1 12
1 $31 49 q 3 71 1 13
Z 8 32 50 r S 72 114

3 S 33 5 1 s 3 73 115

4 S 34 52 1 374 116
5 3 35 53 u S 75 1 17
6 836 54 v $76 118
7 837 55 w 877 1 19

B 338 56 X 376 120
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9 :39 57 y :79 121

: See 50 2 371: 122

; 33b 59 { 37b 12::
< 33:: so : 37c 124
- sad 61 } 37d 125
> 83¢ 62

~

379 126

? 3:11 63 DEL :71 127

$40 64 C- 380 120

3.2.2 The Chlracter (output) - Codes
The cherecter - output - codes diller only from cher. $00 to $11. The code: are otherwise

identical to the keyboard codes ~ therefore only the first codee (command churecterl)
are shown here.

H31 0;: Definitan lite 2:5. Mama
:00 00 Zero String end 811 17 ESC_Ruler
$01 01 don‘t imple out 512 1B REVON

802 02 don't implement $13 19 REVOFF

$03 03 don't implement $14 20 GOTOX (2 Byte)
$04 04 don‘t Implement S15 21 GOTOY (1 Byte)
$05 05 don't implement $16 22 GOTOXY (3 Byte)
$06 06 don‘t implement $17 23 NEWCARDSET
$07 07 don‘t implement 8 1a 24 BOLDON

$08 08 BACKSPACE S 19 25 ITALlCON

809 09 FORWARDSPACEITAB 81a 26 OUTLINEON

30a 10 LF (CRSR down) 31b 27 PLAINTEXT

80b 11 HOME (xa0.y-0) 81c 23 don‘t implement
30c 12 UPLINE(CRSR up) 81d 29 don‘t implement
Sad 13 CR (Carrige Return) Ste 30 don‘t implement
$09 14 ULINEON $11 31 don't implement
$01 15 ULlNEOFF

$10 16 ESC_GBAPHICS

The further characters are identical to the Keyboard-Codes !!

3.3 Diek. Form-l
Geoe can work together with the following Commodore diek. drives : 1541. 1570 (1541
emulation), 1571 and 1531. it is also possible to use the following RAM-Expansion Unlus)
(REU'S) : (GEORAM. REU 17491750. RAM~Link. . .) and therelore simulate the above

mentioned drives. GEOS sticks leirly closely to the standard DOS-iloppy-formut ~ a few
cherocters end options have been added. For the 1551 drives a simulated SAM is

provided. the SAM (Block Availability MAP) includes inlormation such as the diet-name,
DlSK. ID. and a list 01 the occupied and lree blocks. The SAM is always at the first

position in the disk. directory - 1241 and 1571. Track-18 Pos.o. 1531 Track-40 Pos.3,

3.3.1 BAH

Bite Comm
0.1 800.301 Truck-[Sector combinations: is shown at the firot directory block

(1541/1571->1N1, 1581->40I3)
2 302 DOS-Format-lebel (1541l1571-> a (341) - 1581-> d (344)
3 $03 Flag ior double sided disk. (only 1571)
4-143 304-881 Block-occupation-teble (check the Floppy-Handbook)
144-159 890-391 Filled with 160 (3:0) Disk, name

180.151 “0.8-1 not used (3-0)
162-155 SaZ-SIS Disk-ID and Format ( $2: for 1541.70.71 and 33d lor 1551)
167-170 $e7-See not used (Sec)
171.172 Seb.:ac Track/Sector for the Border block
173-188 Sed-Sbc Text 'GEOS format V1.0“
189 $116 Disk-Byte: 8420 System diet. $50—> Main disk... 800» Work disk.

190-220 She-3dr: not used (Sec)
221-255 $dd~3fl only ior 1571 Bloc-Occupatione-Teble, track 36 - 70
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3.3.2 Directory
Directly lollowing the BAM can be found the Disk. Directory. it contains 8 file entries in

each block. All Commodore drives can control a maximum of 144 file entries. The basic

lormat of every black is as lollows :

- GeoCom V1.5 -Disk. format etc.

flyte antgggg
0.1 300.301 Track and Sector of the next (lollowing) Directory-Blocks
2-31 $02-31! File Entry '1

32 320 not used (330) (under TopDesk : Folder No. lor 1st llle entry)
33 321 not used (sac) (under TopDeek : Folder No. for 2nd tile entry)
34—63 322-33! File Entry 1'2

64 340 not used

65 341 not used (under TopDeok : Folder No. for 3rd liie entry)
66—95 $42-$57 File Entry '3

96 see not used

97 361 not used (under TopDesk : Folder No. lor 41h tile entry)
9&127 $62-$71 File Entry M

128 380 not used

129 :81 not need (under TopDoek : Folder No. for 51h file entry)
130.159 $82-$91 File Entry '5

160 $50 not used

161 Sa1 not used (under TopDesk : Folder No. tor 61h lile entry)
162-191 $32-Sbl File Entry #6

192 So!) not used

193 Sc1 not used (under TopDeik : Folder No. lor 7th lile entry)
194~ 223 Sea-3d! File Entry 07

224 Sec not used

225 3e1 not used (under TopDesk : Folder No. lor am file entry)
226- 255 Se2-Sfl File Entry 48

3.3.3 A Directory-Block
M garments
D 300 CBM-Flle-lype PFIG($82) PFlG<($c2) $50631) SEO<($C1)

USRGBS) USR<(Sc3) DEL(300) < with Erase-Protection
1.2 $01,302 Track I Sector. 151 Block sequlelVLlR
$18 $03-$12 File Name (filed with 3-0)
19.20 $13,314 Treck I Sector, Info. block

21 315 File structure : o - seq. 1 s VL|R

22 s16 Geos-Flle-type: 0 $00 - not Geo:

1 $01 - Basic-Prognm
2 $02 - Assembler-program
3 $03 - Deta tile

4 $04 - System file

5 $05 ‘ Desk accessory (DA)
6 $08 - Applicetlon
7 $07 - Docu. (tram Application)
8 308 - Font
9 309 - Printer Driver

10 SD- - Input Driver

11 Six: - Disk Driver

12 30c - Start-program (e9. Gene Boot)
13 30d — Temporary (e9. SWAP Files)
14 Sue - Self Starting (EXE)
15 $01 - Input Driver 128

23 317 Year (two char‘s. eg. 93)
24 S 16 Month

25 319 Day
26 $18 Hour
27 31b Minute

25.29 S1c.$1d Quantity of blocks - occupied by the file

These parameters can also be directly accessed with the direntry<byte> command.
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3.4 File Format-

3.4.1 Info. - Block

Here can be iound the same file Intormatlon that can be accessed from within the

Desktop with the 0:0 command. There is some other additional information that can only
be accessed using the Diskmonitor :

81.1.1 generate;
0.1 300.301 always 300.3" (not a followon block)
2 302 Icon width-in Cards (cg. 24/6 I 3)
3 $03 Icon height : 21

4 304 Icon header-byte : sbt (= 191 - 62 unpacked data units)
5-67 SOS-343 Icon-Bitmap (unpacked iormat)
SB :44 Commodore tile-type (o9. $82 - PRG)
69 $45 Geos file-type
70 :46 File structure to - seq; 1 - VLIR)
71.72 847.348 Load address for Appli. I Desk acc. -> Low.High)
73.74 $49.34: End address ( Low. High)
75.76 $4b,$‘c Start address (Low. High)
77-93 $4d-35d Class :

94.55 $5e.$51 not used

96 $60 Screen flag for Goos 126

$00 - only 40 Char.-Modus $40 = 40 and 60 Char.-Modi

380 a only ior Geos 64 Sen - only 30 Char.-Modus

97-116 $61-$74 Author

117-133 $75-$85 Appli. Class. (that the file has created)
134-159 SBS‘SSi Free for Data. eg. as in geoWrite
160-255 380-!" Into. text. ilnishes with a null-byte

in all Appli. data files eg. as in geoWrite
77-66 SAd-SSB Permanent Doc. name. ie. doc. label

89-93 SSS-Ssd Version reference (V.x.x)

3.4.1.1 Sequential Files

This tormat was already available In the original 064/123 DOS. The track and sector

position of the tile start block are indicated in byte 1 and z The first two bytes of

these blocks refer to the track and sector oi the next - following - block. the other 254

bytes store the data. Is the let byte of a block - 0. then the 21d byte indicates the

position oi the last character in the tile. GEOS restricts the size of a sequential file to

1277 block: (3258 bytes).

3.4.1.2 VLIH Files

This file structure has been specially developed for GEOS and has a different structure to

the other formats recognized by Commodore ““28 Best The first block of a VLIR iiie,
indicated by byte 1 and 2 oi the file entry, contains an index-Block. This is structured. by
means of 2 byte indicators. to show the start track and sector of the. up to. 127 data

units. the individual units. are in turn. stored in sequential format. Byte 0 and 1 oi the

Index - Block always include the parameters son and Sfi. the following byte pairs always
indicate the start at data unit. The data units are consecutively numbered 0 - 126. li a

byte combination where to have the parameter . 300. Sfi then the data unit is available -

but it is empty. If both bytes have the parameter - 0 then there are no following units in

the lilo,

3.5 geonrite Documents

3.5.1 into. — Block :

5.11s Mama;
0.1 300.301 alweye 800,3" (no following block)
2 502 Icon width (in cards as. 2418 - 3)
3 803 icon height 2 2‘1

4 304 Icon header-byte
$67 $05-$43 Icon-Bitmap (Format = unpacked)
SB :44 Commodore file type (363)
69 $45 Gooe tile type (07 - Document)
70 346 File structure (1 - VLIH)
71.72 347.348 Load address (80000)
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73.74
75.76

L

77-88

85-92

93-116

117-132

133-136

137.135

139

140.141
142.143
144.145
146-159

16!)»255

349.34.
S4h.$4c
340-356
35945::
SSd-S74
375'384
$65-$86
$89-30:

38b

33:33:!
330.3!
390,391
$54—$91
SaD-SH

— GeoCom V1.5 -Disk. tormat etc. -

End address (311")
Start address (30000)
Permanent File name (Write Image)
Version (V.x.x)
filled with 300
Class: geoWrite. .

tilled with $00
from V20 ~ Page No. : 1st page in LOW- HIGH~Fermut.
otherwlse :01

only trom V20 - 6‘. is NLQ-epncing active. then a 126 is the
tunctlon 'Title Page' active then -

. both parameters are possible
only from V20 - Height of the page header (screen dots)
only from V20 - Height of the page toot note ( en dots)
Page length. is dependent on the printer parametere
not used ->soo
Into. text, finishes with a zero byte

3.5.2 Index - Sector:

31.19.
0.1
2.3

122123
124.125

126.127
125.129

300.3 01

802803

$73.57!:
5742,3711
379.371
380.331

Mean;

always 300.!" - no following block

DIta units 0 - 60 -Text page: 0 - 60. I1 Data unit 0 - Page 1,

le, fixed '1. Page No." - set page. Indicates TR/SE oi the individual

pages. Max. 119.120. Data unit - 60 - Page 61

Page header tracklsector (- Data unit 51)
Page fact not- traokluctor (- Data unit 62)
not used

Data units 64 ~ 127 s Photo scraps 0 - 64, wheteby Data unit 64 -

byte 128, 129 - Scrap No.1 in packed tormat to 254, 255 a Data unit

127

5.5.3 Data Unit Structure (0 — 60) - geeWrile V1.1

Em
0.1
2.3
4- 19

2023

24-End

300.301

302.303
3 04-3: 3

sat-3.7
$aG—End

9.2mm
LH Border ln screen dots (0444. in ex steps)
RH Border in screen dots (224-479. in 8x steps)
Tabulators. 8x 2 Bytes, - not set = parameter the RH border
NEWCARDSET
Text in Goon-char. code with following exception. :

$01 - Page and

309 - Tab. jump
30c - RETURN

$10 - GRAPHIC-ESCAPE-commence
S17 - NEWCARDSET-commence

$00 - Document-End

The Cher. and Command Codes are inlerchangable trom 31 onwards.

3.5.4 Data Unit Structure (0-60) - geoWrite vzolzt

an;
0-27

25-31

32-End

$00-81b
S1c-S ti

$20-End

99mm;
RULER-ESCAPE-Define
NEWCARDSET-Item
Text ln Gees-char. code with following exceptions :

$09 - Tab. jump
510 — GBAPHlC-ESCAPE-commence
s 17 - NEWCARDSET-cammence

$00 - Document-End
The Char. and Command Codes are often interchangable ! A new page begins with an

'ESC-Ruler' !

3.6 Further Text Format-
3.6.1 Text Scrap — Structure

511.9.
0.1
2

300.301
302

92mm
No of tollowing bytes in the file.

NEWCARDSET: start byte - $17
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3.4 303.304 Font-ID

Bit 0-5 : Point aize

Bit 6 - 15 : Font-ID No.
5 $05 Style (it all - 0 = normal)

1 = Subscript 2 - Superscript a - Outline
4 = italic 5 a Reverse s s Bold
7 - Underlined

6 - End SOS—End Text in ASCII Format with following exception: :

SOS - Tab. lump
$11 - HULER—ESCAPE-commence (from V20)
3 17 - NEWCARDSET-commence

The Char. and Command Codes are often interchangable !

3.6.2 Notice Block — Structure

The Notice block structure is very simple. A Data unit is provided in the the index block
tor each existing page. The individual data units can contain a max. at 253 bytes. the
byte 255 is always - :00. The only permissible command char. is sad (CR = RETURN) l

MISC—k3
Byte 011500.301 no tollowing black

2.3 $02303 Page 1 oi the notice block, data unit = 0

10 254 Byte $255 - $00

3.7. Definition-

a.7.1 GRAPHIC-ESCAPE (Byte 31o ~ 5)
m Contgngg
0 810 — Introduction
1 Width
23 Height (in screen lines)
4,5 Data unit No. (only 64 - 127 allowed)

3.7.2 NEWCARDSET (Byte S17 0 3)
8111 contents
0 S 17 — Introduction

1.2 Bit 0 - 5 - Point size oi the relevant Font

Bit 6 - 15 - Font ID.

current style3

3.7.3 RULER-ESCAPE (from Geowrite V10)
m content;
1 S11 - Rulor- introduction

2,3 LH border in screen paint: (0-352 by V20] 0-552 by V21)
4.5 RH border In screen potnts (80 - 479 by V20] 60-639 by V2.1)
6»21 Tabulators, pro Tab. 2 Bytes available with following parameters :

Bit 15 set = Decimal tab.

Bit 15 erased = Text-Tab.

Bit 0 -14 - Tub. position in screen points
22.23 LH current paragraph border spacing from LH margin (Parameter some as LH

border).
24 Formatting I Line spacing as FLAG

0.1 x $00 - LH sustained 5601 . centered
“1.10 ~ RH sustained 9811 - full black

2/3 - 5600 - single space

9601- 1 1/3 space

1611 - double space
25 Text colour (at present a not used)
26.27 not used

3.8. Graphic:
3.5.1 geoP-mt - Picture - Structure

.

geoPalnt documents are stored as VLIR tiles. such a document is always 640
"

720 points
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large. equivalent to so
'

90 tilee. Two tile rows are always saved in one data unit.
therelore each geoPaint document has 45 data units. Each data unit includes graphic data
followed by the colour information. this date is stored in a lorrnat similar to that ol the

Bitmap-Pack-Format. Data entries between $00 and 331 declare that 'X+" packed data
follow - delined by the introduction-byte. ll packed data follows then bit 7 is set and the
bits 0 - 6 state the required number of repeats — that must follow - before the following
byte app . As previously stated, the dot: in a data unit is stored in e 160 tile lormet.
a lollowing ytee are combined in a single 3

'
a point block.

At the end 01 the data unit a extra bytes follow the last 01 the 160 tiles - these 6 bytes
are reserved tor future developments and are at present without a useful function. The B

spare bytes are tollowed by the colour inlormation for the 160 tiles. this can be stored
either in packed or unpacked form. The foreground colour data is stored in the bits 0 - 3
and the background colour data is etored in the bits 4 - 7.

3.6.2 Fotoecrape
mi—te Contents
0 300 Width in bytes (3-pixel lormat)
1.2 301.302 Height < in screen rows.

ex SOS-x Moduli-Byte e Dete (interchangeable)
101 Colour table in packed lormat - but refers to an unpacked Bitmap,

Modus-Byte:
0 - End at the graphic data
1 - 127 s defines how often the next byte should be repeated. by

an unpacked graphic - I + Data . I e Data ~ 1 . . . .

128 - 220 - minus 126. defines how much data follows

221 ‘ 255 - minus 220. defines how many bytes - in total - the

iollowlng pattern has.

3.9. Font — Structure
3.9.1 lnlo. ~Block :

BALD Content;
0.1 $00,301 always 300.3" (no following block)
2 302 Icon width In cards. 2415 - 3

3 303 Icon height : 21
4 304 Icon header byte
5-67 $05-$43 Icon-Bitmap in unpacked lorm

68 :44 Commodore tile type (303)
69 345 Geos file type (oouFont)
70 $46 Flle structure (1 - VLlR)
71.72 347.340 Load address (Low. High)
73.74 849.5“ End address (Low. High)
75.76 34b.$4c Start address (Low. High)->30000
77-93 Ski-85d Class:

94.95 $5e.$5l not used

96 360 Screen tiag tor Geos 128

57-121 851-374 Size of the individual points in LOW-HIGH- format in bytes - lrorn the
smallest -> largest point sixe.

122-127 375-371 tree

128.129 350.351 Font ID LOW-HlGH-formll (0-1023 possible) -> BSW9 -300.
BSW 128-320

130-154 $52-39: max. 12 Data units in LOW-HIGH‘tormat tor the individual points
sizes from the smallest -> largest point sin. These include in the
bits 6~15 a copy of the in and in hit 0-5 the point size.

155-159 Sgb—Sao tree
160-255 SID-s" lnlo. text. ends with e null-byte.

3.9.2 Structure

Fonts have a VLIR structure. the Index Block 01 a lont is structured as lollows :

Bit: Contents;
0.1 300.301 800.3” - no following block

2.3 302803 This byte sequence is followed by a pointer that indicates the point
size on each individual Track/sector (that holds inlormation relevant

to the respective lont). Point sizes that are not available are not
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set, Eg. Point size 10 - am unit 10 and is displayedas $20,321.

The 1st. block or the data unit can also he tound in the memory (wilnout Byte 0.1) :

Em Contents.
0,1 500.3" Following-TrackISector
2 $02 Gep between the baseline and the highest point row.

3,4 $011304 Length (LOW,HIGH) of the bit-stream row

5 $05 Font helght (No, 01 bit»stream rows)
6.7 $06,307 Index table pointer (30008)
5.9 80&809 1st. bitvstream row pointer
lo-x SOa~x Index table : each character receives a pointer tor the char. 1st. hit in

the bit-etreem row - (divided by B)

4.0 Geo: - Error Message:
You could receive one of these error messages when running one o1 your programs. not

during the compilation. Using the geoCom variable iostet or the command ERROR it is

possible to make a record ol the program errors - it no errors occurred, then

ieelatb - a.

Number antenfi
00 300 General disk. error --> MO ERROR !

01 301 Disk. full - no blocks iree !

02 $02 Invalid track

03 503 Disk. full
04 $04 Inetuii space

< Directory tull (max. 144 Entries allowed)
05 305 File not found

06 :06 SAM error

07 $07 VLlR-lile - not open
as $08 Invalid record

09 809 Out oi records (max. 127 records allowed)
10 80: Structure mismatch

11 30b Butter overllow

12 30!: User defined stop/break error

13 30d Device not present
14 SOe Bad screenmode

15 SM Generel disk. error

32 $20 File-Header not found

33 $21 No SYNC-indicellen on current disk.

34 822 Data block not lound
35 323 Data-Checksum. error

37 825 Write error

38 326 Write protect ON

39 $27 Header-Checkeum. error

41 $25 Invalid Dlsk-ID

46 32e Byte-Decoding error

115 373 Disk. has invalid DOS-indicator

geoCom provides the following additional error messages :

128 330 Open tile in drive

129 $51 Drive not found
130 382 File even open
131 833 File not open
132 SM None reed-tile

133 335 None write-tile

134 336 Records are open
135 $37 Blocks overflow

4.2 geoCom - Error Messages
These error meeeegee are shown when or never! in the error protocol (document) when

an error occurs during the compilation These error messages are designed to help you to

design your program with a minimum of errors.
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1O

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21
22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32
33

BA

85

$01

$02

$03

$04

$05

$06

$07

$05

309

30a

30b

30c
30d
80a
Sol

310
$11

$12
$13
$14
815
$16
317
S18

319

31a

81b
31:
31d
Ste
311

$20
321
$22

825

ltll
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Command too long
Help : Enter only (max) 127 chars. in a line.

Pictures aren‘t allowed in the source-text

Help: Under geoCom you cannot integrate graphicslpictures in the
Source-Code. you must integrate your graphica with OBJECTEDIT.
Brackets to deep (max. 7)
Help: Split the equation into two parts.
Varlable not declared

Help: All your variables must be defined in the Declarations-
Section.
Too many variables with the command (max.ts)
Help: Vou may use a max. of 16 variables behind a variable
command -

use the command more than once.

Full constants area

Help: Set the start ol the C-M-A lower. or the end higherl
Binar (7.) or hexadecimal (S) expect
Help: Vou have probably pressed the '3' key instead of '§'.
Syntax unknown

Help: Take care when entering the commands that you use the
correct geoCom syntax Incl, brackets. commas and colon‘s.
Full code area

Help: Expand the memory-area or shorten the Source-Code.
Full variables area

Help: Expand the memory-area. use the program variables more

than once.

Operator as command

Command as operator
Too many variables names (max. 127)
lFIWHlLE to dup (max. 40)
No object tile xiating
Help: Either you have forgotten the Object—Document or the names

are Incorrect
Variables name not declared

Object not in the object tile

Help: Vou have attempted to call upon an object. that cannot be
found in the Object-lilo or the names are incorrect.

Types aren‘t equal (object. program)
Too many object addresses (max. 126)
File not lound or lalee tile class
Pointer butler lor direct variables overflow
Coda-area not over 35000
Start adrees higher than the end adreee

Command only in the definition part
Help: Take care when placing the commands. not every command
can be placed everywhere 1

Command only in the declaration part.
Help: Take care when placing the commands, not every command
can be placed everywhere !

Fale text version at INCLUDE-tile

Help: The INCLUDE-llle must have the same geoWrite format as the
Main-Source-Code.

Stringlenpht only in range 1-254

Unimplementad string-control-coda
Flow-area only in range ol 1 to 65534

Globar area had to delined tiret

INCLUDE-texts maximum at 1

Including text not lound
Rekusrsiv including at text not allowed

Compiling throught STOP breaked

Help: You have praised the HUN/STOP key during the compilation l

Program—IBIock-endwith open IFIWHlLE-command

Help: You have forgotten an ENDlF/LOOP-command. Check your lF .
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r / WHILE. . .-Structure.

36 $24 - Code area not under $2600

Help: The area from $0400 to 52800 is reserved for geoCom.
therefore you must start you Code-Area above $2800.

37 S25 - ENDIFIELSEILOOP without lFIWHlLE

Help: You have lorgotten an IF. . IWHILE. . ~command. Check your IF

. . I WHILE. . .-Structure.

38 $26 - Error butler overflow

Help: Remove some errors lrom the Source-Code - there are more

than 35 errors ~ IF . . ENDlF-command errors appear most otten ll!

39 327 ~ Disk error appeared

5‘0 Appendix - A

Conversion - set bit, Hex - Doc.

At particular addresses it is possible to set or interrogate up to 6 bits (0-7)r they can

either be setltntarrogated singley or as a group. The individual bits have the following

parameters :

5|! 1 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

Dec 128 S4 32 16 8 4 2 1

Hut 380 $40 820 $19 $08 $04 $02 301

Is the parameter - O or has 0 been poked then u no bit set.

To set bit 6 and 7 the respective parameters must be added together = 64 ($40) and

128 (860). You can ‘Poke and Peek' ”write and read" in both HEX and DEC lorm, take

care to observe the correct variable format and the ore—select char. (3)
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